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MONITORING HATE SPEECH IN THE MEDIA 
 

In Turkey, we frequently witness the use of biased, prejudiced and discriminatory language in the 

media. The provocative, racist and discriminatory language used in the news - in particular in 

headlines and news headings - becomes an instrument that entrenches stereotypes and fuels 

feelings of hostility and discrimination in society. Despite the fact that there are universal and 

national principles of journalism and that some media organizations have even issued their own code 

of ethics, much journalistic output happens to violate these principles. The use of such language 

entrenches unrest in society as well as a widespread prejudice against vulnerable groups. Targeted 

individuals and groups become restless and silent and are forced to renounce their right to 

participate in social and political life, a sine qua non for democracy. Such provocative and 

stigmatizing use of language can sometimes result in attacks on the members or gathering places of 

antagonized and marginalized groups. 

 

At the core of hate speech lie prejudices, racism, xenophobia, partiality, discrimination, sexism and 

homophobia. Factors such as cultural identities as well as group characteristics have an impact on 

the use of hate speech; yet certain circumstances such as rising nationalism or intolerance towards 

what is different further increases hate speech as well as its impact. 

 

Due to various reasons, Turkey has been witnessing polarization between various segments of 

society; thus intolerance towards the different, the “other” is becoming increasingly widespread. 

Conflicts in Southeast Anatolia ongoing for years and sudden demographic changes in Turkey caused 

by forced displacement of people due to the conflict, as well as economic, social and cultural conflicts 

have all played a role in the escalation of tension between communities. On the other hand, 

democratization efforts such as the initiatives on minority rights and liberal economy as well as the 

way the Cyprus Question debate is perceived and portrayed as “plots on Turkey by foreign powers”, 

also nurture polarization and enmity. Furthermore, developments in the Middle East, discussions 

around the Kurdish and Armenian Questions, and the peace process currently on the agenda lead to 

individuals and institutions that have suggestions for solutions being targeted and certain ethnic 

groups being portrayed as enemies. Finally, the way the Taksim Gezi Park events were covered in the 

media carries importance as it shows how the media can foster polarization in society. 

 

As a result of the discriminatory language used by the media, the manifestation of hostile 

perceptions and attitudes towards different groups and individuals, who are known or assumed to be 

members of such groups, has become an important and ever-growing problem in Turkey. Even 

opinion leaders such as government officials, opposition leaders and public servants have no qualms 

when it comes to using such racist and discriminating language. As is well-known, the claim of 

government officials that the Taksim Gezi Park events are organized by “foreign agents” and the 

discourse of “interest lobby” resulted in certain groups, the Jewish identity being the first among 

them, being targeted. 

 

Media (the press), often dubbed as the fourth estate, is one of the most effective cultural 

transmitters. Therefore, as much as it has the power to highlight diversity and difference, it can also 

be extremely instrumental and guiding in terms of spreading or banalizing a conflict. If the media 
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behaves irresponsibly or carelessly, it can very easily trigger, nurture and strengthen racism and 

hatred between people, and worst of all, it can legitimize and justify such attitudes. 

 

For many years, the media in Turkey has been one of the active sources of nationalistic and 

discriminatory discourse. Such a journalism practice substantially contributed to polarization in 

society. When we look into some of the hate crimes that took place in recent years, it becomes 

easier to understand the impact of the media. Yasin Hayal, who is on trial as the instigator of the 

Hrant Dink murder, said in his statement that, “He did not know Hrant Dink personally, but had read 

from newspapers that he was an enemy of the Turks." The person who is accused of attacking the 

priest of the Church of St. Sophia in Izmir in December 2007 stated that he committed the crime to 

become a hero like Ogün Samast. One of the main objectives of the Hrant Dink Foundation, founded 

after the murder of Hrant Dink for the purpose of carrying on his dreams, ideals and struggle, is to 

contribute to ending this polarization and enmity in society. 

 

MONITORING HATE SPEECH IN NATIONAL AND 

LOCAL NEWSPAPERS IN TURKEY 

 
Aim and scope of the study 

 

The overarching aim of the study Media Watch on Hate Speech is to contribute to combating racism, 

discrimination and intolerance in Turkey. Taking into account the importance of civilian oversight on 

the media as one of the instruments for producing and reproducing racism, discrimination and 

alienation, the specific goal of this study is to foster newspapers’ respect for human rights and 

differences, draw attention to the discriminatory language and hate speech used in news articles 

and columns and thereby raise awareness.  

 

In the long run, the study aims to support non-governmental organizations in combating hate speech 

and to enhance their media monitoring skills and their ability to work together systematically to 

ensure that the media is respectful of social and cultural diversity and upholds equity in its language 

and methods. 

 

Within the framework of the “Media Watch on Hate Speech” -a project carried out by the 

Foundation as to achieve the abovementioned goals-, the national and local press are monitored, 

news articles and columns that feature discriminatory, alienating and target-generating discourse are 

identified, analyzed and brought to public attention through reports and the website 

www.nefretsoylemi.org. The content provided on the project website is also shared through various 

social media, such as Facebook and Twitter. The report is sent to non-governmental organizations, 

media organizations and professional organizations, and also published on our website. 

 

Apart from monitoring newspapers, the project aims to raise awareness about hate speech by 

organizing search conferences, seminars and trainings with NGO representatives, jurists, academics, 

professional organizations and journalists. In this context, international panel discussions are held 

and meetings on hate speech are organized at universities to facilitate the discussion of project 
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findings in order to inform people about the concept of “hate speech”, to provide opportunities for 

discussion of possible ways and methods of countering discriminatory and racist discourse and to 

encourage a more conscious and respectful language towards human rights issues and minorities in 

the media, we hold panel discussions in participation with internationally acclaimed academics 

working in the field, we organize meetings on hate speech in universities whereby project findings 

are discussed based on specific cases. 

 

Furthermore, efforts continue to be directed towards presenting lectures and/or producing theses 

and dissertations on hate speech. A draft syllabus was prepared in 2012 after close collaboration 

with academics and NGO representatives for a class titled “Discrimination, Hate Speech and Media” 

and it was shared with a larger group of academics. At this point, the syllabus is being further 

developed in accordance with the feedback obtained from academics, and work is being done on 

incorporating it into the universities’ curriculum. 

 

In parallel with the work on the syllabus, a book that will serve as a complementary source to the 

course as well as an introduction for general readers, titled “Media and Hate Speech: Concepts, 

Mediums and Discussion” was published in December 2013. Edited by Mahmut Çınar, with an 

introduction by Fuat Keyman, the book has the potential to serve as a source of reference in its field. 

Methodology 

Within the scope of the hate-speech-focused media monitoring study, all national newspapers and 

approximately 500 local newspapers are monitored by a media monitoring centre according to a set 

of pre-determined keywords (e.g. co-conspirator, Turcophone, separatist, etc.). 

 

While the main focus has been on hate speech based on ethnicity and religious identity, sexist and 

homophobic discourse are included in the media monitoring study. The study employs the critical 

discourse analysis that is often used in media studies, as well as some other associated techniques. In 

line with the characteristics of the cases studied, textual and iconographic (of photographs, pictures 

and other illustrations) analyses are carried out. In order to designate specific indicators for the 

content and discourse of the news items, quantitative scaling is used initially to portray where (in 

which newspapers) and in what form hate speech appears, what sources create it and whom it 

targets.  

 

In identifying hate speech in news articles and opinion columns, the Recommendation established by 

the Council of Europe in 1997 was taken as a basis. According to this Recommendation, hate speech 

is defined as such: "Hate speech, as defined by the Council of Europe, covers all forms of expression 

which spread, incite, promote or justify racial hatred, xenophobia, anti-Semitism or other forms of 

hatred based on intolerance, including: intolerance expressed by aggressive nationalism and 

ethnocentrism, discrimination and hostility against minorities, migrants and people of immigrant 

origin." 

 

News items identified as containing hate speech elements in accordance with the purpose and scope 

specified above are categorized in line with the characteristics of the discourse being used. Taking in 
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reference previously conducted international scientific studies and considering the country-specific 

lingual and cultural differences, the following hate categories have been identified: 

 

1) Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion: Any discourse that features the elements of negative 

generalization, distortion, exaggeration or negative attribution targeting a community based on a 

specific incident. (“Turkey is drowning in the sound of church bells”) 

 

2) Blasphemy / Insult / Degradation: Any discourse that contains direct expletives, insult or 

denigration (e.g. “treacherous”, “dog”, “base-born”, etc.) for a specific community 

 

3) Enmity / War Discourse: Any discourse that includes hostile, war-mongering expressions about a 

community (e.g. “Infidel’s Torture”) 

 

4) Use of Inherent Identity as an element of Hate or Humiliation / Symbolization: Discourse that 

uses various aspects of one’s inherent identity as an element of hate, humiliation or symbolization. 

(For instance, the negative implications of the phrases such as “Your mother is Armenian anyway” or 

“Is your surname Davutoğlu or Davutyan?”) 

Discriminatory discourse reports 

As of 2013, discriminatory discourse reports have been added to the periodical reports on hate 

speech covering a period of four months. Focusing on a certain subject matter, a specific research 

method is determined and a discourse analysis is performed. The aim of these analyses is to uncover 

pieces of discourse that are formulated in a relatively implicit manner and that covertly conveys 

discriminating or alienating messages.  

 

The first media study on discriminatory discourse involved the examination of discourse constructed 

around the Black Sea visit of the People’s Democratic Congress (HDK) members that included 

deputies from the Peace and Democracy Party (BDP). All news stories and opinion columns in Bizim 

Karadeniz, Taka, Cumhuriyet, Hürriyet, Sabah and Zaman that were covering this event during 

February 15- 28 were analysed.1 

 

For the second report of 2013, all the news articles and opinion columns published during the first 

week of the Gezi Park events from June 1-7,2013 in Habertürk, Hürriyet, Özgür Gündem, Radikal, 

Sabah, Sözcü, Taraf, Yeni Şafak and Zaman were studied using content analysis and discourse 

analysis.2 

 

Finally, Alevism was chosen to be the subject matter of the third report of 2013 due to the high 

number of references made to it in the media as part of the political agenda during September-

December 2013. The method used in this study as well as the findings can be found in the section 

titled “Discriminatory Discourse in Print Media.” 

                                                           
1
http://nefretsoylemi.org/rapor/Ocak-Nisan-2013-NS-Rapor-Final.pdf 

2
http://nefretsoylemi.org/rapor/mayis-agustos-rapor-final.pdf 
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FINDINGS 

During the four months covering September, October, November and December 2013 of the 

“Monitoring Hate Speech in Media” study, 141 opinion columns and news articles were identified as 

targeting national, ethnic and religious groups.  

In this period consisting of the last four months of 2013, a considerable increase in the number of 

incidences of hate speech has taken place compared to the other periods studied during the same 

year. Although there are a variety of topics through which hate speech is generated, an increase of 

conservative press news items targeting Christians due to the Christmas season and an increase in 

writings criticizing the proposed law on hate crimes stand out. 

In contrast with the last period, where hate speech targeted general groups that were hard to 

precisely identify, target groups were very well defined in this period.  What is unique about this 

period is that in addition to groups that are directly targeted by hate speech, other groups such as 

Buddhists, communists, masons, conscientious objectors, Arabs and Georgians were subjected to 

discriminatory discourse, if not direct hate speech. Also, due to the political conditions in Turkey, 

Syrian refugees have become one of the target groups targeted both by the local press in areas 

where refugee camps are settled as well as other newspapers that are far removed, geographically, 

from the camps. Although encountered less often, hate speech was still generated through 

references made to the Gezi Protests. Another method used to facilitate the circulation of hate 

speech was the direct presentation of various people’s narratives as news without any prior 

investigative journalism. 

The items studied were classified according to the categories mentioned above and a scaling up of 

the “provocative” tone in the writings was observed. This tone laid the groundwork for hate speech 

in items where there wasn’t any direct hate speech present.  

Although there was an increase in the number of items that generated hate speech, the number of 

groups targeted did not increase significantly. Out of the 22 groups that were targeted, 11 of them 

were subjected to hate speech in only one item, whereas the other 11 groups were targeted in 

multiple items. 

As in recent reports, the groups that are less often subjected to hate speech were not categorized 

under the “Others” category, in an effort to portray the variability/versatility of the target groups 

according to context. Nonetheless, the fact that certain groups remain targeted for an extended 

period of time through a great number of news items shows the vulnerability of these groups to hate 

speech. 
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Graph 1 

 

 
Graph 2 
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The items studied in the latter category involve 14 items, including hate speech towards the Kurdish 
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an article targeting the Kurdish population, it can be claimed that they are “actually” Armenians, 

portraying the Armenians as the primary enemy.  

During the period of September-December 2013, a majority of the items identified as containing 

hate speech were published in the national press, as in previous periods. Of the 141 items studied, 

85 (60.28%) were published in 13 national newspapers. The remaining 56 articles (39.71%) were 

published in 39 local newspapers. Although the ratio of local press articles to national press did not 

fluctuate significantly, the number of items published in local newspapers showed a 100% increase 

compared to the previous period (28-56), whereas this increase was less significant for national press 

items (53-85). Another observed change regarding local press was the increase in the number of 

publications publishing items with hate speech. Hate speech was encountered in 24 local newspapers 

in the previous period, whereas during this period, the number increased to 39. Another interesting 

finding was that apart from a small number of publications, the newspapers were different from the 

ones that were studied in the last period. This finding may indicate that hate speech reflects the 

current events in the particular region. For example, this could explain why two out of four 

newspapers published in Gaziantep have generated hate speech towards Syrian refugees.  

Similar to previous periods, it was observed that hate speech was mainly generated within opinion 

columns. Of the items studied, opinion columns constituted 93 items, whereas news items 

constituted 42 of the grand total. Four of the items included were readers’ contributions. Of the 

items categorized under “Other”, two items were part of an “Article Series/Exposé”, and one was 

published under the title, “The Aftermath Page”. An opinion column published on a page titled, “50 

Years Ago” in Kıbrıs Halkın Sesi, shows hate speech as being independent from time constraints and 

how such writing can be circulated through the years to regenerate hate speech.3 

As observed in previous periods, the groups towards whom hate speech, animosity and attempts at 

alienation were directed towards most often did not change. Hate speech targeted the Jewish and 

Armenian population most often during this period, as in other periods, with 57 items each. This was 

followed by 34 items for Christians, 14 items for Kurds and 13 items for Greeks.  

Another element that stood out during this period was that political criticism crossed its boundaries 

into hate speech. One of the first examples of this phenomenon was observed in Hasan Pulur’s 

column published in Milliyet on September 2, 2013, titled “This Hot Weather”. In his writing, where it 

can be inferred that he is trying to criticize the fast-changing politics in the Middle-Eastern countries, 

Pulur attributes the changes to the quality of “villainy” of the societies, stating that “it’s in their 

character or nature”, thereby attributing this quality to all societies occupying this geographic area 

and hence contributing to hate speech. Another similar example appeared on September 30, in 

Samsun Manşet, in an article titled, “This Made-Up Language Does Not Suit This Youth”. In criticizing 

the use of foreign words instead of Turkish words, the writer states, “Armenian and atheist are two 

of our enemies”, and thereby generates hate speech.  

We also came across a narrative titled, “An Interesting Anecdote on Genocide” that was published on 

October 9th in a local newspaper called Elmalı Gündem. This narrative, which we had encountered 

during the previous periods as well, talks of Armenians torturing Turkish soldiers. A quick search 

                                                           
3
http://nefretsoylemi.org/resimler/201403043920251727.pdf 
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reveals that this narrative has been made public through mass emails. The columnist for Elmalı 

Gündem also mentions at the beginning of his writing that he had found out about this story on 

“social media sites”. The same narrative had also been published on June 19, 2013 in the opinion 

column of Yalçın Bayer, as a contribution from a reader in Hürriyet. This narrative, which does not 

cite any sources, serves to create animosity between Armenians and Turks and shows, one more 

time, how much care writers need to show when using uncited sources.  

For the items studied, we come across the following distribution of hate speech categorized by 

groups: 

Graph 34 

 

In addition, similar to previous periods, 25 news articles and opinion columns that contain hate 
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Distribution of Content According to Type, Newspapers and Categories 
 
Hate speech was generated most often in opinion columns during this period, as in previous periods 

(65.97%), and an increase was observed in the amount of hate speech within the news type 

(29.78%). Other content consisted of readers’ contribution pages (2.83%) and publications grouped 

under the “Other” category (1.41%). More than half of the news items were published with the 

reporters’ name (20 items), news agency name (5 items) or the city it was reported from (1 item), and 

16 news items were anonymously written.  

 
Graph 4 

 

As in previous periods, hate speech was more prominent in the national press during this period (81 

items, 60.28%), and the local press generated 39.71 percent of the total amount (56 items). 

 
Graph 5 
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The national newspapers where hate speech was most often encountered were Yeni Akit (21 issues, 

14.89%), Milli Gazete (15 issues, 10.63%), Yeni Şafak and Ortadoğu with 13 issues each (9.2%). 

Following these newspapers, Takvim carried eight items that contained hate speech (5.67%), Önce 

Vatan had four (2.83%), Yeni Çağ three (2.12%), Milat and Anayurt both two (1.41%), and Günboyu, 

Türkiye and Sözcü had one item (0.70%) that generated hate speech.  

 

Graph 6 
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Graph 7 
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These categories were determined in order to assist in the understanding of hate speech, generated 

in different types and expressed in an implicit or explicit manner. Although it is undoubtedly possible 

to detect qualities that pertain to more than one category in an article, each article is analysed under 

the category for which it contained qualities most relevant to the defining characteristics of that 

particular category. Although not categorized under a certain category, this report also contains 

examples from news items that target a certain group and/or uses provocative language.  

During this four-month-period studied, Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion ranked first in the 

distribution of the categories (64 items). It was followed by Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration (42 

items) and Enmity / War Discourse (35 items).This period did not include any items that were 

categorized as Using a Natural Element of One’s Identity as a Cause for Hate / Symbolization.  

 
Graph 8 
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Graph 9 
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Denigration, and nine as Enmity / War Discourse. Of the 20 opinion columns containing hate speech, 

three belonged to the Enmity / War Discourse category and all three were found in the local press. 
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censorship/inspection in the local press. Three items were published as readers’ contribution and 

they all belonged to the Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion category.   

 

Graph 11 

 

As mentioned above, the Jewish and Armenian population both ranked first as targets for hate 

speech with 57 items each, and Christians followed them with 34 items containing hate speech. The 

significant difference in the number of items between different ranking groups is also visible for the 

rest of the rankings. For the Kurdish and Greek populations, which rank, in respective order below 

Christians, the number of items is less than fifty percent of the hate speech items targeting 

Christians, namely 14 and 13.  
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targeted was the Enmity / War Discourse category (7 items). The Exaggeration / Attribution / 

Distortion category had six, and the Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration category had one item. Except 

for an item consisting of a reader’s contribution, the items consisted of opinion columns, and they 

had an even distribution in national and local newspapers; the newspaper, Ortadoğu, generated the 

most hate speech towards the Kurdish population, with four items.   
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Graph 12 

 

Being subjected to hate speech in the same amount of items as the last periods, with 13 items, the 

Greek population (Rûm) was subjected to hate speech mostly in the category of Exaggeration / 

Attribution / Distortion with 9 items, which was followed by the Enmity / War Discourse category 

with 4 items. Of these items, two consisted of news articles, one was a reader’s contribution, and 10 

were opinion columns. Hate speech was generated through the circulation of a piece of writing from 

50 years ago in one of the opinion columns. Seven items were published locally and 6 were found in 

national newspapers; Kıbrıs Volkan, Milli Gazete and Önce Vatan generated hate speech, each with 

two items. 
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As mentioned earlier, these four categories used to classify news content were determined to help 
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NEWS ITEMS SELECTED DURING THE SEPTEMBER-DECEMBER 2013 PERIOD 

 
Date Newspaper Type Author Title Target Group Hate Category 

2.Sept.2013 Milliyet Opinion 

Column 

Hasan Pulur This Hot Weather Middle-

Eastern 

societies 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

4.Sept.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Yıldıray Çiçek BREAKING THE SIEGE 

IS CARING ABOUT 

THE OPPRESSED 

Christians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

7.Sept.2013 Kayseri 

Gündem 

Opinion 

Column 

Kasım Okut Immorality Cannot Be 

A Human Right! (1) 

West Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

9.Sept.2013 Yeni Çağ News 

Article 

Anonymous 4th Mass at Rape 

Island 

Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

9.Sept.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Sinan Yavuzoğlu 

/ Ankara 

Even the Infidel Greek 

Did Not Do This 

Greeks Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

9.Sept.2013 Milli Gazete News 

Article 

Anonymous THIS SIN IS YOURS Armenians, 

Christians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

10.Sept.2013 Takvim News 

Article 

Anonymous Armenian Sham! / 

They Know No Limits 

In Filthiness 

Armenians Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

10.Sept.2013 Konya 

Hakimiyet 

Opinion 

Column 

Dursun Seyis What a Weird 

World!.. 

Syrian 

Refugees, 

Jews, 

Christians, 

Iraqi 

Peshmergas 

Emnity / War 

Discourse 

10.Sept.2013 Yeni Akit Opinion 

Column 

Hasan Karakaya Two Photos of Turkey 

on Olympics… 

Celebrating and 

Mourning! 

Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

10.Sept.2013 Türkiye Opinion 

Column 

Rahim Er Villanous Byzantines West Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

10.Sept.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Mustafa Aslan Towards a 3
rd

 Coup 

D’Etat… 

Christians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

10.Sept.2013 Yeni Akit Opinion 

Column 

Ali İhsan 

Karahasanoğlu 

2020 Maccabiah 

Games 

Jews, 

Armenians 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

11.Sept.2013 Adana 

Ekspres 

Gazetesi 

News 

Article 

Anonymous Halaçoğlu: What is 

Being Planned in 

Kozan? 

Armenians, 

Christians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  
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16.Sept.2013 Antalya 

Turkuaz 

Opinion 

Column 

Hüseyin 

Kocabaş 

Brotherhood Meeting 

from Taş Medrese 

Idealist Group 

Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

17.Sept.2013 Samsun 

Manşet 

Opinion 

Column 

Dursen 

Özalemdar 

Trojan Horse – Hate 

Speech! 

West, 

Armenians 

Emnity / War 

Discourse 

18.Sept.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Ali Öncü THIS IS THE DAY OUR 

MOTHERS RAISED US 

FOR 

Armenians, 

Kurds 

Emnity / War 

Discourse 

18.Sept.2013 Denizli 

Horoz 

Serbest 

Kürsü 

Özcan 

Pehlivanoğlu 

(MHP MYK 

Üyesi) 

Not Worth A Stone In 

this Country!.. 

Christians, 

Jews, Kurds, 

Laz, Rûms, 

Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

18.Sept.2013 Ankara İl 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 

D. Doğan 

Kandemir 

In a Style I Had Never 

Used Before 

Christians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

19.Sept.2013 Anayurt Opinion 

Column 

Tuncay Altun Armenians Were 

Waiting For a “Come 

Back” Call 

Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

19.Sept.2013 Milli Gazete Opinion 

Column 

Mehmed Şevket 

Eygi 

 Can Today’s Muslims 

Be Redeemed As 

They Are? 

Jews, Rûms Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

20.Sept.2013 Yeni Konya News 

Article 

Anonymous, AA 

signed 

Jews Run Completely 

Rampant  

Jews  Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

20.Sept.2013 Konya 

Memleket 

Opinion 

Column 

Dr. Ufuk 

Karadavut 

Where Are We 

Going? 

Armenians, 

Kurds 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

23.Sept.2013 Şanlıurfa 

Yeni Urfa 

Opinion 

Column 

Salih Bencik DO SYRIANS DESERVE 

THESE SACRIFICES? 

Syrian 

Refugees 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

23.Sept.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Akın Aydın Ones Anger Harms 

Himself Most 

Jews, 

Christians 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

26.Sept.2013 Kayseri Star 

News Article 

Opinion 

Column 

Ahmet Sıvacı HIGHBROW MEDIA 

SNOBS  

Armenians, 

Greeks 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

26.Sept.2013 İstanbul 

Gerçek 

Vizyon 

Opinion 

Column 

Abdülkadir 

Sağlam 

Crypto-Alevis Alevis, 

Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

27.Sept.2013 Ankara 

News Article 

Vaktim 

News 

Article 

Özel Haber They Will Implement 

A Plan to Create 

Disorder In Turkey 

Alevis Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

27.Sept.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Şükrü Alnıaçık Democracy Is  

“Nationalism of 

National Affairs” 

Jews Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 
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27.Sept.2013 Batman 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 

Babnirli Mele 

Abdullah 

DRUGS, LUST AND 

YOUTH 

Non-Muslims Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

30.Sept.2013 Samsun 

Manşet 

Opinion 

Column 

Ali Kayıkçı THIS MADE-UP 

LANGUAGE DOES 

NOT SUIT THIS 

YOUTH!../3  

Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

30.Sept.2013 Milli Gazete News 

Article 

Fatih Yedier / 

İstanbul 

Gift Package for 

Sionism 

Jews Emnity / War 

Discourse 

01.Oct.2013 Ankara 

Belde 

Opinion 

Column 

Prof. Dr. 

Nurullah Çetin 

BRAINWASHING THE 

TURK WITH A 

HUNTER’S 

PARTRIDGE(2) 

Christians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

01.Oct.2013 Kıbrıs Halkın 

Sesi 

Opinion 

Column 

(50 Yıl 

Önce 

başlıklı 

sayfada) 

Dr. Fazıl Küçük The Sea Does Not 

Bloodshed For No 

Reason 

Rûms Emnity / War 

Discourse 

02.Oct.2013 Erzurum 

Yeni Kuşak 

News 

Article 

İHA Karabağ Veterans in 

Iğdır 

Armenians Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

02.Oct.2013 Milli Gazete Opinion 

Column 

İsmail Hakkı 

Akkiraz 

Developments in 

Egypt and Their 

Historical 

Background-7 

Jews Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

02.Oct.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Sinan Yavuzoğlu 

/ Ankara 

Hate Platform Is A 

Sionist Tool 

Alevis, 

Armenians, 

Assyrians, 

Christians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

02.Oct.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Akın Aydın One is the President 

of the Constitutional 

Court, the Other, a 

Factory Worker 

Christians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

03.Oct.2013 Ankara 

Belde 

Opinion 

Column 

Prof. Dr. 

Nurullah Çetin 

Rebellion Against 

Brainwashing After 

Programmed 

Helplessness 

"Infidel" Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

03.Oct.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

M. Günay 

Sıddıkoğlu 

All Infidels Are 

Tryrants, Stay Away 

From Them 

Christians, 

Jews 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

04.Oct.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Muhammet 

Erdoğan / 

Ankara 

Look At The Infidel! West Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 
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04.Oct.2013 Isparta 

Gülses 

Opinion 

Column 

Nevzat Laleli Democraticising?  Jews, 

Armenians, 

Greeks 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

04.Oct.2013 Önce Vatan  Opinion 

Column 

Koray Kamacı Israel’s 12
th

 Lost Tribe Jews, Kurds Emnity / War 

Discourse 

04.Oct.2013 Önce Vatan Yazı Dizisi VHA The Emergence of the 

Puppet Dictator and 

WWII 

Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

04.Oct.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Prof. Dr. 

Nurullah Çetin 

Is Our Oath of 

Allegiance a Verse of 

the Koran? - III 

British Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

09.Oct.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Anonymous Jewish Bullying Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

09.Oct.2013 Elmalı 

Gündem 

Opinion 

Column 

Serhan 

Altıparmak 

An Interesting 

Anectode on the 

Genocide 

Armenians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

15.Oct.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Jerusalem Provocation With a 

Flag at Al-Aqsa 

Mosque from 

Ferocious Jewish 

Settlers 

Jews Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

21.Oct.2013 Takvim News 

Article 

Mevlüt Yüksel SECRET CROSS in 

Suleymaniye/CRUSAD

ER’S THINKING 

Christians Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

21.Oct.2013 Milli Gazete News 

Article 

Rahmi Yolcu Dictionary for 

Incitement 

Christians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

22.Oct.2013 İstanbul 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 

Av. Zeki 

Hacıibrahimoğlu 

The Responsibility of 

the Turkish Nation 

Christians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

23.Oct.2013 Milli Gazete Opinion 

Column 

Mehmed Şevket 

Eygi 

Israel’s Power in 

Turkey 

Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

24.Oct.2013 Kırıkkale 

News Article 

Kale 

Opinion 

Column 

Ali Saçak Armenians’ 

Azerbejiani Massacre 

Armenians Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

25.Oct.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Ender Gökdemir IF YOU DON’T TAKE 

THE IDEALISTS’ WILL 

SERIOUSLY, YOU WILL 

DROWN IN 

TREACHERY! 

Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

28.Oct.2013 Yeni Akit News Sinan Yavuzoğlu Old Ladies On Stage Jehova’s Blasphemy / Insult / 
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Article / İstanbul Witnesses Denigration 

30.Oct.2013 Van Olay News 

Article 

Diyarbakır / 

İLKHA 

Islamist Scholars 

Association Held 

Their 5
th

 Meeting  

Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

30.Oct.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Prof. Dr. 

Nurullah Çetin 

Ownership Claim 

between 

Independence-

supporters’ and 

Deliverers 

Christians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

30.Oct.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Anonymous Protests from 

Ferocious Jews 

Jews Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

01.Nov.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Anonymous Ferocious Jews Broke 

Into Al-Aqsa Mosque 

Under Police 

Protection 

Jews Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

05.Nov.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Fikri Atılbaz  “Enough” to Those 

Wanting To Wipe the 

Turkish Nation Out 

Kurds Emnity / War 

Discourse 

05.Nov.2013 Samsun 

Manşet 

Opinion 

Column 

Dursen 

Özalemdar 

MAKING EXCUSES Armenians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

05.Nov.2013 Milli Gazete Opinion 

Column 

İshak Beyazay Say, Why Were 

Headscarfs Banned? 

Jews, 

Armenians, 

Rûms 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

06.Nov.2013 Anayurt Opinion 

Column 

Hamdi Yılmaz The Enemy Is Always 

on the Lookout 

Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

08.Nov.2013 Karadeniz News 

Article 

Anonymous Armenian 

Dashaksutyun Arm in 

Arm with BDP 

Armenians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

08.Nov.2013 Önce Vatan Opinion 

Column 

Prof. Dr. 

Nurullah Çetin 

BEING A KING IN 

YOUR OWN UNION 

OR BEING A 

DOORMAT IN THE 

CRUSADERS’ 

Christians, 

Jews, 

Armenians, 

Rûms 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

11.Nov.2013 Yeni Çağ Opinion 

Column 

Hasan Demir This Man Will Divide 

Up the Country! 

Armenians Düşmanlık / Hedef 

Gösterme 

11.Nov.2013 Önce Vatan Opinion 

Column 

Koray Kamacı IRANIAN CRYPTO-

JEWS AND THE 

UNKNOWN 

Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

11.Nov.2013 Milli Gazete Opinion 

Column 

Mehmed Şevket 

Eygi 

Notes Armenians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 
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Distortion  

11.Nov.2013 Kocaeli Opinion 

Column 

M. Tanzer Ünal 90
th

 Anniversary of 

Our Republic and the 

Never-ending Malice-

13 

Armenians, 

Kurds 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

12.Nov.2013 Kıbrıs Volkan 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 

Ethem Durak Where are we going Greeks (with 

Turkish 

residence) 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

12.Nov.2013 Kayseri Star 

News Article 

Opinion 

Column 

Ahmet Sıvacı He’s Armenian; That’s 

what He Says! 

Armenians Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

12.Nov.2013 Bursa A 

Gazete 

News 

Article 

Anonymous Big Reaction from 

BBP for Changing City 

Names 

French, 

Greeks, 

Armenians, 

Russians 

Emnity / War 

Discourse 

12.Nov.2013 Karadeniz 

Postası 

News 

Article 

Anonymous Look at the 

Armenians BDP meet! 

Armenians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

13.Nov.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Şükrü Alnıaçık "Asakir-i Mağdure-i 

Muhammediye!. . " 

Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

13.Nov.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Sinan Yavuzoğlu 

/ Ankara 

They placed the 

Turkish flag as a table 

cloth under 

appetizers / Flag 

became an appetizer 

for alcohol 

Jews Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

14.Nov.2013 Yeni Akit Opinion 

Column 

Hasan Karakaya The Karbala Disaster… 

Let the Hate Ongoing 

for 1374 Years End! 

Alevis Emnity / War 

Discourse 

14.Nov.2013 Yeni Çağ News 

Article 

Anonymous This is How You Make 

“Dignified Politics”/ 

Wonderful Examples 

of Dignified Politics / 

Odd Comment On 

Armenian Villainy 

Armenians Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

14.Nov.2013 Gaziantep 

News Article 

Opinion 

Column 

Ruhi Aytaç Syrian Cyclone Syrians 

(refugees) 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

14.Nov.2013 Gaziantep 

27 

Opinion 

Column 

Tamer Abuşoğlu An Armenian Classic Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

15.Nov.2013 Önce Vatan Opinion 

Column 

Prof. Dr. 

Nurullah Çetin 

Being a Guest to Your 

Enemy at Your Own 

House 

Greeks, 

Bulgarians, 

Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  
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18.Nov.2013 Çorum Dost 

News Article 

News 

Article 

S. Örgel Armenian Genocide 

Lie Explained 

Armenians, 

Christians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

18.Nov.2013 Bolu Köroğlu News 

Article 

Anonymous “Our non-Muslims 

Are With Foreign 

Non-Mulslims” 

Non-Muslims Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

18.Nov.2013 Adana 

Ekspres 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 

Gözde 

Ramazanoğlu 

ADANA VE CEMAL 

PAŞA-2 KISIM  

Armenians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

20.Nov.2013 Gaziantep 

Ekspres 

Opinion 

Column 

Şaban Doğru NOBODY CAN 

CHANGE THIS MAP 

Armenians, 

Christians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

21.Nov.2013 Sözcü Opinion 

Column 

Emin Çölaşan Kurd-Supporters and 

Armenians Meet in 

Washington 

Kurds, 

Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

21.Nov.2013 Kocaeli Opinion 

Column 

M. Tanzer Ünal 90
th

 Anniversary of 

Our Republic and 

Endless Malice- 22 

Armenians, 

Kurds 

Emnity / War 

Discourse 

21.Nov.2013 Milli Gazete News 

Article 

Rahmi Yolcu / 

İstanbul 

ANOTHER DEMIREL 

COMES AND… 

Jews Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

21.Nov.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Ender Gökdemir DO YOU HAVE A 

RIGHT TO BLESS OR 

JUSTIF PKK? 

Armenians, 

French, Kurds 

Emnity / War 

Discourse 

25.Nov.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Mustafa Hilmi 

Yıldırım 

Leaders That Decieve 

Muslims With Their 

Anti-Israelism 

Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

25.Nov.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Sinan Yavuzoğlu 

/ Ankara 

SIONIST HOAX From 

Beşiktaş Municipality 

Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

27.Nov.2013 Gaziantep 

Güncel 

Opinion 

Column 

Mehdi 

Anlaroğlu 

Refugee or traitor? Syrian 

Refugees 

Emnity / War 

Discourse 

27.Nov.2013 Konya Yeni 

Haber 

Opinion 

Column 

Sezai Keskin Cockroaches Christians, 

Jews 

Emnity / War 

Discourse 

28.Nov.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Muhsin 

Bayraktar / 

Ankara 

Armenians and 

Greeks Envy PKK 

Armenians, 

Rûms 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

28.Nov.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Ender Gökdemir IF YOU DON’T WANT 

TO BE A MERE 

SPECTATOR OF  

BETRAYAL 

Armenians Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

28.Nov.2013 Yeni Konya News Signed: AA Jew Killed 3 Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 
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Article Palestenians Distortion  

29.Nov.2013 Takvim Opinion 

Column 

Ergün Diler Watch Out For 

Money 

Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

29.Nov.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Hasan Demir Cemaat-Israel 

Relationship 

Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

02.Dec.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Yusuf Karaca Supposedly There Is 

No Turkish Race! 

Jews, Kurds Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

02.Dec.2013 Yeni Akit Okurun 

Sesi 

Remzi Şentürk / 

Kadıköy 

After-school Centers 

are an Excuse, Jewish 

Provocation Is the 

Culprit 

Jews Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

02.Dec.2013 Afyon 

Kocatepe 

Serencâm 

Sayfası 

Elif Demir / 

Prof. Dr. Esad 

Coşan  

DON’T BE SCARED OF 

DANGER, PREPARE 

FAST FOR DEFENSE! 

Christians, 

Greeks, 

Armenians, 

Serbians, 

Russians 

Emnity / War 

Discourse 

02.Dec.2013 Afyon 

Kocatepe 

Opinion 

Column 

Muharrem 

Günay 

ALLAH SUBJECTED 

JEWS TO HIS  WRATH, 

AND HE CALLED 

CHRISTIANS 

PERVERTS 

Jews, 

Christians 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

02.Dec.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Talha Çolak Online Missionary 

Trap /Selling Snails In 

A Muslim 

Neighborhood 

Missionaries Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

03.Dec.2013 Takvim Opinion 

Column 

Ergün Diler Hiding Your Head Into 

the Sand! 

Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

03.Dec.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Şükrü Alnıaçık Enemy and the Red 

Pepper Fields!.. 

Kurds Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

03.Dec.2013 Kıbrıs Volkan 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 

Ethem Durak Here Is the Solution… Rûms Emnity / War 

Discourse 

04.Dec.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Şükrü Alnıaçık Water Mixed Into 

Milk! 

Armenians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

04.Dec.2013 Kırşehir 

Çağdaş 

Opinion 

Column 

Mustafa Bağ BLASPHEMY AND 

INSULT! 

Kurds, 

Armenians, 

Rûms 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  
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04.Dec.2013 Sivas Postası Opinion 

Column 

Ayhan Batur Don’t Worry There’s 

More Trouble 

Kurds, 

Armenians, 

Arabs 

Emnity / War 

Discourse 

04.Dec.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Mehmet 

Ertuğrul 

Let’s Get to Know A 

Man Without A Face 

Jews Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

05.Dec.2013 Milliyet Ege Opinion 

Column 

Erdal İzgi Let the Infidel’s 

Doings Stay Away 

From Us!  

Non-Muslims Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

06.Dec.2013 Yeni Akit Opinion 

Column 

Dr. Hüseyin K. 

Büyüközer 

(GİMDES 

Başkanı) 

Our Need For Halal 

Food Grows Every 

Day!.. 

Christians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

09.Dec.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Uğur Kepekçi What is Inter-

Religious Dialogue?--

IV 

Christians, 

Jews 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

10.Dec.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Şükrü Alnıaçık From the Engineer’s 

Perspective!.. 

Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

11.Dec.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Uğur Kepekçi What is Inter-

Religious Dialogue?-VI 

Jews, 

Christians 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

11.Dec.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Samet Demir / 

Ankara 

A Development that 

Drove Sionists Mad! 

Jews Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

12.Dec.2013 Samsun 

Manşet 

Opinion 

Column 

Dursen 

Özalemdar 

DISCORD... Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

12.Dec.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Ender Gökdemir TURKEY WILL EXPAND 

AND BECOME TURAN 

Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

12.Dec.2013 Kırşehir 

Çağdaş 

Opinion 

Column 

Mustafa Bağ CONCEPTS CHANGED 

NAME, Values 

Trampled On 

Kurds Emnity / War 

Discourse 

13.Dec.2013 Balıkesir 

Yeni Söz 

Opinion 

Column 

Fatih Erol EVIL ENGULFING OUR 

NATION…! 

Christians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

16.Dec.2013 Adana 

Ekspres 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 

Gözde 

Ramazanoğlu 

PRESS OF BETRAYAL: 

Press in Old Adana, 

Part 2 

Armenians Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

16.Dec.2013 Afyon 

Kocatepe 

Opinion 

Column 

Muzaffer 

Taşdelen 

Analysis Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

16.Dec.2013 Milat 

Gazetesi 

News 

Article 

Anonymous Infidel’s Torture To 

Muslim 

Non-Muslims Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

16.Dec.2013 Milli Gazete News 

Article 

Anonymous Ummah’s Men Jews, West, 

Russians 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 
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16.Dec.2013 Günboyu Opinion 

Column 

Ramazan 

Durmuş 

Boğaziçi University’s 

“Ecumenical” 

Disgrace 

Rûms Emnity / War 

Discourse 

17.Dec.2013 Takvim News 

Article 

Anonymous JEWS Are No 

Different Than Nazis 

Jews Emnity / War 

Discourse 

17.Dec.2013 Samsun 

Manşet 

Opinion 

Column 

Dursen 

Özalemdar 

ARMENIAN 

MASSACERS WE ARE 

FORCED TO FORGET! 

Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

17.Dec.2013 Ankara 

News Article 

Vaktim 

News 

Article 

News 

Articlevaktim.co

m 

Imitating Manners 

Would Cause 

Imitating Faith 

Christians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

18.Dec.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Akın Aydın Christian Neighbors 

Are Not Happy With 

The Parliament 

Armenians Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

18.Dec.2013 Milat 

Gazetesi 

News 

Article 

Abdülmuttalip 

Ilgaz / Ankara 

CHRISTMAS 

ENTERTAINMENT IS  

CRUSADER’S PLOT 

Christians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

18.Dec.2013 Milli Gazete News 

Article 

Bünyamin Güler 

/ Ankara 

MODERN VERSION OF 

THE CRUSADES 

Non-Muslims Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

19.Dec.2013 Takvim Opinion 

Column 

Ergün Diler Don’t Forget! Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

20.Dec.2013 Milli Gazete Opinion 

Column 

Mahmut Toptaş Jewish Provocation Jews, 

Christians 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

23.Dec.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Osman Yiğit Christian and Jewish 

Terrorists Shedding 

Muslim Blood 

Christians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

24.Dec.2013 Milli Gazete Opinion 

Column 

Mehmet Talu New Year’s Is A 

National Uprising-3 

Non-Muslims Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

24.Dec.2013 Milli Gazete News 

Article 

Anonymous IT’S NOT NEW YEARS, 

IT’S A CRUSADER 

ATTACK /CRUSADER’S 

ATTACH TO FAITH 

Christians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

25.Dec.2013 Yeni Akit Okurun 

Sesi 

Yrd. Doç. Dr. 

Bedri Katipoğlu 

Muslim Brotherhood 

and Psychology of 

Betrayal  

Christians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

26.Dec.2013 Yeni Mesaj Opinion 

Column 

Tahsin Aydın Davutoğlu Lost His 

Memory 

Armenians Emnity / War 

Discourse 

30.Dec.2013 Yeni Akit News Emre Küskün / Why Are The Proxies Jews, 

Armenians, 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 
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Article Ankara Disturbed? Alevis Distortion  

30.Dec.2013 Takvim News 

Article 

Mevlüt Yüksel A National Matter Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

30.Dec.2013 Milli Gazete Readers’ 

Column 

Abdullah Atala NEVER JINGLE BELLS Armenians, 

Christians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

30.Dec.2013 Takvim Opinion 

Column 

Ergün Diler DROP THE MASK Jews Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  

31.Dec.2013 Kayseri 

Gündem 

Opinion 

Column 

Erkinbeğ 

Uygurtürk 

I wish the people of 

Kayseri A Merry 

Christimas (!) 

Christians Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion  
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EXAMPLES BY CATEGORY 

Blasphemy/Insult/Denigration 

Title: Villainous Byzantine 
Newspaper: Türkiye 
Date: September 10, 2013 
Type: Opinion Column 
Writer: Rahim Er 
 
In writing on Turkey losing its candidacy for the Olympics, Er primarily criticizes the “Gezi Protestors”. 

As he describes throughout his writing, and which becomes clear by the examples he uses towards 

the end of his piece, he accuses a group of people, whom he in fact believes to be represented by the 

CHP party, to be conspiring with the West. As can be observed in the title, he describes the West as 

“villainous”. Using expressions such as “cowardly, base, ignoble, co-conspirator, lacking God’s grace, 

disgraceful and losing their minds”, he insults the West, which he calls “one of the enemies”, and all 

that it represents and those that have relations with it. He then states that this group of people “are 

enemies to all the values we hold sacred”, thereby inciting polarization within the society.  
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Blasphemy/Insult/Denigration 

Title: Do Syrians Deserve These Sacrifices? 
Newspaper: Şanlıurfa Yeni Urfa 
Date: September 23, 2013 
Type: Opinion Column 
Writer: Salih Bencik 
 
In his column, Bencik attributes various negative qualities to Syrian refugees and portrays them as 

the source of a multitude of troubles, dangers and threats, without mentioning the living conditions 

presented to them. Mentioning that “the sacrifices made are misused”, and that “disgusting events 

have taken place”, he awakens a sense of abstract and unknown danger/threat within the reader. 

After strengthening the perception of “us” vs. “them” by using statements such as: “We have nothing 

in common with these people”, “Supposedly they came here as refugees”, and “Their presence has 

always caused discomfort and unease”, Bencik almost suggests that they be segregated by stating “If 

we have an obligation to shelter them, I believe that their connections to the city should be 

completely shut off”. In his last two sentences, Bencik covertly incites people to violence by saying 

“We cannot ignore the opinions, the disruption of the lives and the reactions to future dangers of so 

many people. I’m just letting you know.” 
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Emnity /War Discourse 

Title: Two Photos From Turkey On Olympics… Celebrating and Mourning 
Newspaper: Yeni Akit 
Date: September 10, 2013 
Type: Opinion Column 
Writer: Hasan Karakaya 
 
Writing about Turkey not gaining enough of the votes to host the Olympics, Hasan Karakaya states 

that there are two groups who were happy about it and who had called on the public to not support 

Turkey’s candidacy for hosting the Olympics: Gezi protestors and Armenians. Presenting these groups 

as “enemy of the Turks”, the writer uses a common method of hate speech generation for the group 

he identifies as “Gezi Protestors” and claims that they could not possibly be “Turkish”. This approach 

involves stripping the group that is portrayed as an enemy of their national identity and their 

citizenship. He insults the same group through words such as “Infidel’s semen” or “bastards”. Also 

making references to the events that took place between headscarf and non-headscarf students, he 

defines the non-headscarf students as “ODTU’s dogs”. The same piece of writing also targets Mine 

Kırıkkanat and Ayşenur Arslan, and uses expletives to describe Necati Doğru, a writer for Sözcü, 

thereby producing hate speech in different categories towards various groups and individuals in the 

same piece of writing.  
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Emnity /War Discourse 

 

Title: Here’s the solution… 
Newspaper: Kıbrıs Volkan  
Date: December 3, 2013 
Type: Opinion Column 
Writer: Ethem Durak 
 
Writing on the news article about 
Rûm farmers of who were 
reported to be planning on 
crossing the border from Bostancı 
to Güzelyurt on December 7, 
Ethem Durak publicly incites 
people to violence and portrays 
them as enemies. Mentioning that 
Rûms do not have good intentions, 
Durak portrays them (and 
Armenians and “many other 
ethnicities”) as threats who have 
ambitions on seizing the Turkish 
land, and then he goes on to justify 
a violent reaction to the event by 
saying “If a Rûm is trying to 
penetrate the border, then he 
gives the people of the region a 
right to defend themselves.” Also 
insulting the Rûms by likening 
them to the Devil, Durak quotes 
the opinion of “a friend from the 
region” that serves to justify 
murdering  Rûms and ironically he 
presents this as a solution: “Here is 
the solution: If a Rûm penetrates 
the border then a Turk will 
puncture him. Could there be a 
better solution?” 
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Exaggeration / Attribution /Distortion 

Title: A National Matter 
Newspaper: Takvim 
Date: December 30, 2013 
Type: News Article 
Writer: Mevlüt Yüksel 
 
In the news article conveying Ilham Gencer’s statements he had made on a TV program titled, “Yap-

Boz” on News Channel A, the information that some famous songs in Turkey were adaptations from 

foreign songs, is presented with the claim that “foreign powers are trying to divide Turkey.” Instead 

of balancing Gencer’s statements with a different opinion or critical approach, the article supports 

the distorted truth and conspiracy theories, and thereby serves to generate hate speech, especially 

towards the Jewish population, at times supporting Gencer’s statements by printing them in bold 

letters. The article also includes the statement, “Masons, Jews and Zionists tried to cause cultural 

erosion through these songs”, associating these groups of people with treachery. 
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Exaggeration / Attribution /Distortion 

Title: Kurd-Supporters and Armenians Meet In Washington 
Newspaper: Sözcü 
Date: November 21, 2013 
Type: Opinion Column 
Writer: Emin Çölaşan 
 
Writing on a meeting held between BDP and the Dashnaktsutyun Party in Washington, Emin Çolaşan 

makes a statement without showing any references, with regards to the meaning of 2015 for 

Armenians that entrenches animosity between the people: “Armenian gangs were betraying our 

troops, cutting up Muslims”. After this explanation, Çölaşan refers to the photographs taken during 

the meeting and presents them as the evidence of “Kurd-supporters and Armenians” trying to divide 

the country, and as “documents of negligence and betrayal”. Although Çölaşan claims that the details 

of the meeting and the pictures were kept secret from the media, it is possible to gather information 

on the meeting from various sources. (http://www.armenianweekly.com/2013/10/31/high-ranking-

arf-bdp-meeting-held-in-washington/). Therefore Çölaşan’s emphasis on secrecy serves to 

strengthen an exaggerated conspiracy theory. A news article on the same topic was issued on 

Karadeniz on November 8, 2013, with the title “Armenian Dashnaktsutyun and BDP arm in arm.” 

 

 

  

http://www.armenianweekly.com/2013/10/31/high-ranking-arf-bdp-meeting-held-in-washington/
http://www.armenianweekly.com/2013/10/31/high-ranking-arf-bdp-meeting-held-in-washington/
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OTHER DISADVANTAGED GROUPS 

 
Twenty-five articles, which consist of 21 articles that were not included in Part One due to 

differences in groups targeted (women, lesbians, gays, bisexuals, transgenders, intersex /LGBTI) 

and four other articles that were analysed in Part One under another category to which they mainly 

belonged, were subjected to discourse analysis in this part.  

Although the articles analysed often use the word “transvestite”, it is a misuse of the word, and 

therefore we have preferred to use the acronym LGBTI for all articles. What is meant by 

“transvestite” in these articles are transgender individuals. Transvestism involves the enjoyment of 

cross-dressing and behaving as members of the other sex, whereas transgender individuals define 

themselves as a member of the other sex, regardless of whether or not there has been a sex change 

operation. 

 
Date Newspap

er 

Type Author Title Target 

Group 

Hate Category 

02.Sept.2013 Takvim News 

Article 

Anonymous Pink Fiasco Women Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

04.Sept.2013 Özgür 

Kocaeli 

News 

Article 

Anonymous Transvestite Hunt LGBTI Exaggeration / 

Attribution / Distortion  

07.Sept.2013 Kayseri 

Gündem 

Opinion 

Column 

Kasım Okut Immorality Cannot Be A 

Human Right! (1) 

LGBTI, 

Women 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

09.Sept.2013 Ortadoğu Special 

Page 

(“Toward

s Peace”) 

Anonymous When Humans Run 

Wild, Troubles Come 

RAINING Down  

LGBTI Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

10.Sept.2013 Yeni Akit Opinion 

Column 

Ali İhsan 

Karahasanoğ

lu 

2020 Maccabiah Games LGBTI Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

18.Sept.2013 Karadeniz 

Postası 

Sexual 

Health 

Column 

Anonymous COULD I BE GAY? LGBTI, 

Women 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

18.Sept.2013 Antalya 

Körfez 

Opinion 

Column 

(Non-

Proffessio

nal Guest 

Writer) 

Mehmet 

Tosun 

ARE LAW AND ORDER IN 

PLACE IN ANTALYA? 

LGBTI Emnity / War Discourse 

23.Sept.2013 Şok News 

Article 

İHA Transvestite Caught For 

Prostitution 

LGBTI Exaggeration / 

Attribution / Distortion  

2.Oct.2013 Yeni Akit News Sinan 

Yavuzoğlu / 

Hate Platform Is LGBTI Exaggeration / 
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Article Ankara Zionists’ Tool Attribution / Distortion  

7.Oct.2013 News 

Articleci 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 

Fatih Gürbüz Be A Little Gay! LGBTI Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

8.Oct.2013 Şok News 

Article 

Anonymous Horny Nurse Dug Her 

Own Grave! 

Women Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

11.Oct.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Sinan Kaya / 

Ankara 

CHP Requests Deviant 

Representative 

LGBTI Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

11.Oct.2013 Yeni 

Mesaj 

Opinion 

Column 

Prof. Dr. 

Nurullah 

Çetin 

Does the Koran Commit 

Hate Crimes?-II 

LGBTI Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

15.Oct.2013 Milli 

Gazete 

Opinion 

Column 

Mehmed 

Şevket Eygi 

Sexual Provocation of a 

Shrewish Minority 

Women Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

20.Oct.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

News Article 

Merkezi 

CHP’s Preoccupation Is 

Freedom To Deviants” / 

“For CHP Only 

Homosexuals and 

Drinkers Are Free” 

LGBTI Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

25.Oct.2013 Kocaeli 

Bizim 

Yaka 

Opinion 

Column 

Adnan 

Gümüşer 

A Mother’s Love Women Exaggeration / 

Attribution / Distortion  

28.Oct.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Sinan 

Yavuzoğlu / 

İstanbul 

Old Ladies On Stage Women Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

06.Nov.2013 News 

Article 

Türk 

News 

Article 

Serhat 

Alaattinoğlu 

/ AHT 

Rejected Transvestite 

Stabbed Customer  

LGBTI Exaggeration / 

Attribution / Distortion  

13.Nov.2013 Ortadoğu Opinion 

Column 

Şükrü 

Alnıaçık 

"Asakir-i Mağdure-i 

Muhammediye!" 

(Mohammed’s Soldiers 

Deserving Victories) 

LGBTI Enmity / War Discourse 

22.Nov.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

News Center CHP Targets Deviants LGBTI Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

25.Nov.2013 Eskişehir 

Sakarya 

News 

Article 

Anonymous New Method From 

Transvestites 

LGBTI Exaggeration / 

Attribution / Distortion  

04.Dec.2013 Milli 

Gazete 

News 

Article 

Anonymous Lot’s Tribe Returns LGBTI Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

12.Dec.2013 Star Kitap News 

Article 

Sevinç 

Altuntaş 

Roles Are Mixed-Up but 

the Natural Balance Is 

Still Exact 

LGBTI Exaggeration / 

Attribution / Distortion  
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12.Dec.2013 Yeni Akit News 

Article 

Muhsin 

Bayraktar / 

Ankara 

‘Deviant’ Threat In 

Anatolia! 

LGBTI Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

16.Dec.2013 Milli 

Gazete 

Opinion 

Column 

Mehmed 

Şevket Eygi 

Filling Mosques with 

Women 

Women Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

 
Among the 25 items analysed under the title “Other Disadvantaged Groups”, 15 items contain hate 

speech towards (male and female) homosexual individuals. Hate speech towards transgender 

individuals, described as “transvestites” in the writings, are found in four items (16% of total items in 

study, 21% of LGBTI-targeting items) and hate speech towards women is detected eight times (32% of 

the total items) within the period and publications observed. 

 
Graph 14 

 

Among the 25 items with hate speech, 14 were news articles, nine were opinion columns, one was a 

letter sent to the “Sexual Health Section” and one was a piece of writing published in Ortadoğu, on a 

page titled “Towards Peace”. Considering that hate speech towards national, ethnic and religious 

identities are generated largely in opinion columns, as in previous periods, it can be observed that 

hate speech towards LGBTI individuals and women have penetrated more easily into news articles. 

The adjectives defining homosexuality remained the same as in previous periods, and homosexuality 

was often defined as a “perversion” and “deviancy”.  

Samples that contained hate speech towards women were generated around women's physical 

qualities but also often on their sole existence. During this period, writings where the mere existence 

of a woman is considered negative were encountered more often than in other periods. News about 

transgender individuals were related to crime as in previous periods.  

Of the items studied, seven of them were published anonymously, one was signed with the news 

agency name and two were signed as “News Centre”. Seventy-two percent were published with a 

writer's name and cited a source. Publishing seven items, Yeni Akit was the newspaper that 

%60 

%16 

%32 

LGBTI

Transgender

Women

Hate Speech Towards LGBTI Individuals and Women 
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generated the most hate speech towards LGBTI individuals and women, as in previous periods. Şok, 

Star, Takvim and Haber Türk also contributed to the circulation of hate speech in the mainstream 

media by publishing five articles in total. Seven items containing hate speech were published in the 

local media, and 18 were published in the national media.  

Hate speech towards LGBTI individuals was used to defame Republican People's Party (CHP), as in 

previous periods, especially by Yeni Akit. In the articles with the following titles, attempts were made 

to disgrace the CHP for the visits that the party paid to LGBTI associations or the visits LGTBI 

Representatives paid to CHP in the parliament: “CHP Requests Deviant Representatives” (October 

11), “CHP’s Preoccupation Is Freedom To Deviants”/ “For CHP Only Homosexuals and Drinkers Are 

Free” (October 20), “CHP Targets Deviants” (October 22). 
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EXAMPLES BY CATEGORY 

Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion 

Title: A Mother’s Love 

Newspaper: Kocaeli Bizim Yaka 

Date: October 25, 2013 

Type: Opinion Column 

Writer: Adnan Gümüşer 

 

Writing about a woman who had left her baby back at home alone in Gölcük during the holidays and 

thus causing his death, Adnan Gümüşer states that women have so-called modern aspirations such 

as “working and not being dependent on anybody” and that they fail to raise good generations of 

children. By making statements such as “Working women are not resilient. They trust their economic 

independence and take too many risks. (…) It’s obvious that families should raise good kids and girls 

should put their energy into raising a good generation of people and not into their careers”, the 

writer does not only perceive child-upbringing as an exclusively female activity, but he also portrays 

women’s economic independence as the biggest obstacle for performing this activity. The person 

whom the article is about on the other hand is insulted by both the writer and by the people whose 

quotations are taken from social media sites. 
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Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion 

 

Title: Rejected Transvestite Stabbed 
Customer 
Newspaper: Haber Türk 
Date: November 6, 2013 
Type: News Article 
Writer: Serhat Alaattinoğlu / AHT 
 

The emphasis of the transgender 

identity of the person, both in the 

title and the content of the article, 

as well as statements such as “Went 

crazy when rejected” or “Stabbed 

his partner with a chopping knife”, 

contributes to the general 

association of transgender 

individuals with crime, and 

strengthens the attribution of 

violence to the transgender identity. 
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Blasphemy /Insult / Denigration 

Title: Horny Nurse Dug Her Own Grave 
Newspaper: Şok 
Date: October 8, 2013 
Type: News Article 
Writer: Anonymous 
 
Having a long title for only a short two paragraph article, the news article talks about a woman who 

was stabbed to death in her own house by a man; however, the way the article is construed aims to 

create a sense that she had deserved to die. Apart from the ageism shown throughout the article by 

emphasizing the woman’s age (“old nurse”, “old woman”), the writer also tries to strengthen the 

sense of “horny nurse” in the article’s title by adding phrases such as “spending the night”, “sex 

spree”, “sex party”, “had sex”, “had intercourse”, “wanting to make love again”. By using a Turkish 

idiom that can be best translated as “digging one’s own grave”, the article lays the groundwork for 

justifying her murder. The uncensored name and picture of the woman are also used in this news 

article. 
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Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration 

Title: ‘Deviant’ Threat In Anatolia! 
Newspaper: Yeni Akit 
Date: December 12, 2013 
Type: News Article 
Writer: Muhsin Bayraktar / Ankara 
 
Reporting on the “Local Meetings Against Homophobia” events organized throughout the year by 

Kaos GL Association, the writer targets the association and LGBTI individuals, defining the association 

as an “umbrella organization for sexual deviants”, “spokesman for individuals with deviant sexual 

tendencies and the representatives of the prostitution industry”. Throughout the article, LGBTI 

individuals and the association are described by adjectives such as “perverse” and “deviant”, and the 

idea that homosexuality is a disease is stated. As in other articles published on homosexuality, and 

especially on the activities of Kaos GL Association, the activities of the association are listed in detail, 

and hate speech is dispersed by the use of adjectives, titles and sub-headings. 
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Emnity / War Discourse 

Title: “Asakir-i Mağdure-i Muhammediye”*  
Newspaper: Ortadoğu 
Date: November 13, 2013 
Type: Opinion Column 
Writer: Şükrü Alnıaçık 
 
Beginning his column by writing about the roots of the present Turkish military, Alnıaçık emphasizes 

the military’s Islamic and Turkish identity and its greatness. While making a list of all those who 

disapprove of this military’s existence, he includes “crypto-Jews, transvestites and crypto-

Armenians”, and defines a group of people as “political transvestites”. In opposition to the groups he 

described, he also creates a group that he identifies as “us”, who are defined as “Mohammed’s 

soldiers”, thereby creating a type of animosity based on violence.  

* (Arabic for “Mohammedian Army Deserving Victories”) 
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Emnity / War Discourse 

Title: Are Law And Order In Place In Antalya? 
Newspaper: Antalya Körfez 
Date: September 18, 2013 
Type: Opinion Column 
Writer: Mehmet Tosun 
 
Disturbed by the presence of transgender individuals in the Kışla neighborhood in Antalya, the writer 

describes their presence as “ugly scenes” and states that the neighborhood had turned into “a 

neighborhood rife with drugs, violence, prostitution and rumbling”, thereby strengthening the image 

of transgender identity with crime. The last paragraph of this writing covertly includes a violent 

threat similar to the one observed in an article studied in this report, titled “Do the Syrians Deserve 

These Sacrifices?”: “Do not be surprised if in the near future you hear of an assault that ends in 

physical injury or even death in the Kışla neighborhood, because I am very sure that either somebody 

who visits the neighborhood at night or one of the residents will commit this crime.” 
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DISCRIMINATORY DISCOURSE IN PRINT MEDIA 

The Alevi File: Not Explicitly Negative News, But Still Discriminatory 

 

1. Historical Context 

Analysing discriminatory discourse directed towards Alevis in print media is only possible by 

considering social and political crossroads and shifts in balances of power. As demonstrated by the 

hate speech reports that have been published every four months by the Hrant Dink Foundation since 

2009, hate speech towards Alevis is rare. However, this does not mean that Alevis are not 

discriminated against.  

The centralization politics shaped by Sunni Islam and applied since the 16th century by dominant 

political actors have ignored the fact that Alevism is a different understanding of Islam. However, for 

Alevis, Alevism is just as much a system of law and social order as it is a system of faith. Although 

Alevis gained the right to become full citizens, after undergoing a period of being considered a tebaa 

(a minority), the abolishment of dervish lodges and the ocak and dedelik (socio-religious leadership) 

establishments by the Abolishment Code of Dervish Lodges and Islamic Monasteries in 1925 

following the establishment of the Republic rendered it very hard to keep Alevism alive. 

Furthermore, since Alevism was associated with the Sunni understanding of citizenship, Alevis’ 

particular problems and the discrimination they faced were ignored. This disregard made it difficult 

to expose the systematic discrimination Alevis were subjected to in daily affairs, education, university 

life, state bureaucratic matters and in their professional life. Moreover, Alevis were used as a 

scapegoat in many of the political or social periods of unrest that have been stirred up by the State 

since the Ottoman times. The judicial processes for the state-sponsored events, which largely 

involved Alevi citizens losing their lives and massacres taking place in neighborhoods primarily 

inhabited by them, such as those in Maraş (1978), Çorum (1980), Sivas (1993) and Gazi (1995), did 

not have fair results. The contradiction between the discourse, where Alevis were claimed to be 

equal citizens, and the assimilation of their culture, sociological structure and the lack of justice 

shown to them within the context of this equality, caused Alevi actors to take on various 

relationships with the prevailing governments. Some chose to associate the centuries-long 

discrimination shown towards the Alevi faith and the sociological presence of Alevis by aligning 

themselves with the prevailing power, while others chose to criticize the prevailing government 

publicly.  

The position that Alevi NGOs and their thought leaders take today vary between associating 

themselves with the prevailing government or criticizing it. These differences in response provide us 

with information on the political network of Turkish politics. In the relationships formed with Alevis, 

the way in which civil-society or political actors positions themselves in regard to certain Alevi actors 

or the disregard they choose to show towards them, reveals the Alevi stance in terms of the 

dominant politics. In this context, it is possible to conduct an analysis on discriminatory discourse 

towards Alevis in print media by ascertaining which newspaper reflects various Alevi actors in a 
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certain light and/or ignores some. This analysis also provides clues on the particular newspaper’s 

relationship to the other political actors in Turkey.  

2. Purpose 

The political developments of Turkey in both domestic and foreign spheres have resulted in the 

Alevis being increasingly encountered on the government’s agenda. Some of the more prominent 

matters featuring them include the governmental workshops organized as part of the 2009-2011 

“Alevi Initiative”, the government’s frequent references to the sect during the tension between the 

Syrian regime, the visibility of the sect at the funerals for the young Gezi protestors organized at 

cemevis (Alevi houses of worship), the declaration made revealing that the third bridge on the 

Bosphorus would be named after Yavuz Sultan Selim, who was held responsible for murdering 40.000 

Alevis during the Çaldıran War in 1514, as well as the collaboration between the Gulen Movement 

and Cem Foundation for a mosque-cemevi project.  

The goal of this study is to understand whether or not the language used in print media published 

between September 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013 used discriminatory discourse against the 

Alevis, who have throughout their history and to date have been party to the social cleavages of 

society, to analyse the type of mechanisms used to reference the discrimination in the audiences’ 

historical memory and to see how the discriminatory language has been recreated through political 

and societal polarization. 

3. Method 

The discrimination generated against Alevis is evaluated using the “discourse analysis method 

supported by content analysis”. In the content analysis, a list of words and concepts that may be 

relevant in the specific time period studied was compiled, including the word “Alevi”, and an analysis 

was conducted to see how they were used in the newspapers. These words included the Turkish 

version of the translated terms, in alphabetical order: Alevi, Alevism, Ali (Ibn Abi Talip), Antioch, 

Arabic Alevi, assimilation, Ataturk-follower, Bekthashi, mosque, Cem Foundation, cemevi, coup, 

dede, Ergenekon, protest, Gulen Movement, Hatay, Hızır, Kemalist, Redhead, Mamak, marginal 

group, Nusayri, Pir Sultan Abdal, provocator, semah, political, left, Syria, Sunni, Shii, terror, 

Tuzluçayır.  

All the newspaper items involving Alevis were categorized in silico using their quantitative and 

qualitative data. Quantitatively, information such as the page number, frequency and the type of 

news item where the news appeared is documented, as well as the byline (name of the 

reporter/columnist, name of newspaper, type of news, page number, title, etc.). Qualitatively, it was 

determined in what light the Alevis or an event related to the Alevis (e.g. mosque-cemevi project) 

was portrayed. At this point, content analysis was used.  

Although Alevis have felt the consequences of the discrimination shown against them in both their 

daily and professional lives, political discourse centred on identity and discourse that directly 

discriminated against Alevis was criticized immediately during the period after the 2000s, within the 

context of the EU harmonization and democratization process. During the last two years of the press 

monitoring project that has been conducted by the Hrant Dink Foundation since 2009, hate speech 
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directed towards Alevis has not been frequently seen. However, it should not be assumed that just 

because overt incidences of hate speech do not stand out in this project that the media does not use 

such discourse towards the Alevis, who in fact have been discriminated against most consistently. On 

the contrary, discrimination against Alevis is regularly perpetuated through the use of historical 

memory, symbols and sociological dynamics by prevailing and opposing powers and the associations 

formed between political actors. In this process, information that causes discrimination and a sense 

of assimilation for Alevis makes their way into our daily lives as norms. In short, discrimination 

against Alevis subtly becomes normal, is internalized and is constantly and systematically 

regenerated. 

Number of Hate Speech Items towards Alevis 
 in the Hate Speech In Print Media Reports 

Published Every Four Months  
(2012-2013) 

January – April 2012 0 

May – August 2012 1 

September – December 2012 1 

January – April 2013 2 

May – August 2013 0 

September – December 2013 2 

 

Understanding the discourse used by various actors while they position themselves in relation to one 

another and how this discourse appears in the media, gives clues on the type of mental mechanisms 

that generate discrimination. Therefore, this study analyses the discourse of civil and political actors 

discussing Alevi-related events, the historical, sociological and political messages and symbols used 

and also how these appear in the media. 

 

4. Context 

 

For the analysis of discriminatory discourse against Alevis, certain dates were determined based on 

the Alevi-related events that appeared in the media during September 1-December 2013. These 

events and dates are as follows: 

 

- September 1-2: The announcement of the mosque-cemevi project conducted in collaboration with 

the Cem Foundation and the Gulen Movement. 

- September 9-14: Groundbreaking ceremony for the project and protests held in Ankara-Tuzluçayır. 

- October 8-9: Dates following the statement made by AK Party (Justice and Development Party) 

Deputy for Adıyaman, Mehmet Metiner, “Cemevis are homes to terrorist organizations”, during 

Ahmet Hakan’s TV Program, Tarafsız Bölge (“Independent Zone”). 
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- December 14-20: Abant Platform Meeting organized by Gulen Movement-Affiliated Journalists and 

the Writers Foundation on the Alevi Initiative. 

Ten newspapers were selected for analysis. These papers are Birgün, Habertürk, Hürriyet, Milliyet, 

Özgür Gündem, Star, Sözcü, Yeni Şafak, Yurt and Zaman. These newspapers were selected on the 

basis that they extend into different political channels and represent various sub-cultures.  

5. General Findings 
 

236 News articles and opinion columns were published on Alevis, during the dates aforementioned, 

in the monitored newspapers. When the distribution of these news items is analysed 

numerically, Özgür Gündem ranked first with 43 items on Alevis, and Yeni Şafak ranked second with 

37 news items. Sözcü ranked last in terms of number of items published, with six news articles and 

one opinion column on Alevis. 

 

 

The types of news items were categorized as news articles, opinion columns, headlines, photo 

captions, advertisements, serial articles, interviews and comments. Of the content analysed, 57.8% 

consisted of news articles and 30.6% of opinion columns. News on Alevis was carried eight times to 

the headlines. Photo captions, advertisements, serial articles, interviews and comments constituted 

8% of the total content. The distribution of different types of news items per newspaper is shown in 

the graph below: 
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6. Topic Based Monitoring 

Within the scope of the discrimination analysis, news items written on issues that have an immediate 

effect on Alevis, such as the mosque-cemevi project, Tuzluçayır protests, Abant Platform meeting on 

the Alevi Initiative, as well as those written on the comments made by Metin Metiner, where he 

associated cemevis with ‘terror’, were included.  

In the analysis, news articles and opinion columns on the mosque-cemevi project and Tuzluçayır 

protests were observed to be associated with one another. Another important observation was that 

although there had not been any references made to Alevism, news involving the cause of death and 

the funeral of Ahmet Atakan, who had been murdered during the Gezi protests, as well as other 

news items involving largely-Alevi populated neighborhoods, were accompanied by subtle visual 

references or repetitive messages that alluded to Alevism. In this context, the mosque-cemevi 

project, Tuzluçayır protests and uprisings in other neighborhoods and news on Ahmet Atakan were 

analyzed independently of each other. Also, other subjects involving Alevis were analyzed in separate 

sections. These subjects include news items involving the police investigation held in the 

neighborhood of Hasan Fırat Gedik following his funeral, the Abant Platform meeting, Syrian Alevis, 

Sakine Cansız and faith, and historical developments and political relations.   

A. Mosque-Cemevi Project 

The mosque-cemevi project, a collaborative initiative between the Gulen Movement, Cem 

Foundation and Hacı Bektaş Veli Culture, Education, Health and Research Foundation, for which 

construction began at the beginning of September 2013 in the Tuzluçayır neighborhood of Mamak, 

Ankara, is significant in terms of revealing the position held by political actors on the Alevi issue. The 

project has been presented as a project of “brotherhood and peace”. The newspapers took three 

different positions towards it: “supportive”, “critical” and “neutral-informative”. These positions are 

not inherently discriminatory, but what they based their arguments on revealed the mechanisms that 

generate discrimination against Alevis in general or on Alevi political actors in particular. Therefore, 
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the newspapers that published news articles or opinion columns that had a supportive or critical 

approach towards the project were analyzed in terms of the arguments they presented.  

The newspapers that contained the most news articles or opinion columns supporting the mosque-

cemevi project were Yeni Şafak, Zaman, Star and Habertürk, in decreasing order. Other newspapers 

that contained the most news articles or opinion columns that criticized the project were Özgür 

Gündem, Birgün, and Yurt, in decreasing order. Presenting different opinions on the subject, after 

having reported on it with a neutral tone, Milliyet provided a multidimensional view of the issue. 

Hürriyet did not appear to have any agenda for channeling people’s opinions, as it presented the 

issue with a neutral tone and published opinion columns that featured a variety of opinions.  

The distribution of news articles and opinion columns that support and criticize the project is as 

follows: 

 

i. News Items Supporting the Project 

The news articles and opinion columns that supported the project varied in the arguments they 

made. These arguments were supported by messages such as “brotherhood and peace project”, and 

“not assimilation, but a chance for equality”. Below are more details on the newspaper texts that 

have built on this theme. 

 The Message of “Brotherhood and Peace” 

The message put forth by the Gulen Movement and the Cem Foundation regarding the mosque-

cemevi project is that it is a “project of brotherhood and peace”. Zaman, Yeni Şafak and Star adopted 

and highlighted this message as stated. As for Habertürk, it only contained a part of this message, 

“brotherhood”, but the way it was conveyed was very similar to the way it was conveyed in Zaman, 

Yeni Şafak and Star, and therefore, it possibly helped to reinforce the same message. 
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Taking into consideration that the Gulen Movement is one of the major actors in the project, the way 

in which Zaman, the Gulen Movmenet’s print media organ, featured news items on this subject 

provides clues on the political actors’ positions towards it. Zaman announced this project in 

September 2013, by quoting from Kemal Kaya, President of Hacı Bektaş Veli Culture, Education, 

Health and Research Center and from Şahin Akıncı, President of Cem Foundation’s Ankara branch. In 

the news, Kaya’s opinions on this project, such as this project’s potential to “contribute to the union 

of Sunnis and Alevis” and the opportunity it provides the two groups “to know each other better and 

strip them of their prejudices”, as well as “preventing the sectarian conflicts in the Middle-East from 

being ignited in Turkey”, are highlighted. The same news also criticized those who protested the 

project by quoting from the President of Cem Foundation’s Ankara branch, Akıncı that “Following the 

Gezi Park protests, certain groups with malicious intentions are trying to ignite a conflict between 

Alevis and Sunnis”. Therefore, this news provided the opinion of two Alevi institutions and ignored 

other Alevi institutions that are critical of the project, and the protests were presented as the work of 

“provocateurs’”. This approach contains elements of alienation and is discriminatory. 

The project’s groundbreaking ceremony appeared as the headline in Zaman on September 9, 2014. 

This news contained the supportive opinions of Faruk Çelik, the minister responsible for the Alevi 

Initiative at the time and the present Minister of Labor and Social Security, as well as İzzettin Doğan, 

President of Cem Foundation. The same news labelled protestors against the ceremony as a 

“marginal group” and included Hüseyin Aygün as one of its supporters, a deputy of the main 

opposition party, CHP. In the news that appeared on the front page on September 10, 2013, involving 

the mosque-cemevi project, the newspaper highlighted quotations from İzzettin Doğan, Cem 

Foundation’s President, describing the protestors as “not Alevi youth, and they are people ignorant 

about Alevism”, and stating that those who do not support the project would “remain marginalized”. 

The same news referenced Hüseyin Aygün, a CHP deputy and political representative of the Alevis, 

who was the first deputy to make a request in the Grand National Assembly of Turkey for the 

opening of a cemevi. Zaman also included statements from CHP Vice President, Erdoğan Toprak, CHP 

deputy for Ardahan, Ensar Öğüt, CHP deputy for Sivas, Malik Ecder Özdemir, supporting the project. 

Through the comments made by Cengiz Hortoğlu, President of Anatolian Alevi Bektashi Federation, 

that stated “If these people are Alevis, I can tell you that there is no violence and hate in Alevism. If 

they are not Alevis, then they have no right to act on behalf of them”, protestors were officially 

denounced as not being Alevis by the relevant authorities. This approach supported the segregation 

of Alevis into “the real group` and `marginal provocateur protestors` by the Alevi actors that support 

the project (İbrahim Doğan, Zaman, 10 September 2013).  

In addition to news articles on the groundbreaking ceremony of the project, other supporting 

comments made by Peter Stano, the spokesperson for Stefan Füle, European Commissioner for 

Enlargement and European Neighborhood Policy, AK Party Vice President, Numan Kurtulmuş and 

CHP’s former President, Deniz Baykal, were published on the front page for a week. Also, the 

opinions of Turgay Develi, CHP deputy for Adana, who labelled those who were against the project as 

“provocateurs”, also appeared on the front page.  

When the content of the news items about the groundbreaking ceremony published in Zaman on 

two consecutive days are analyzed, it is observed that Alevis are divided into two groups; “people 

that are pro-peace and supporting the project” and “others that are pro-conflict and not supporting 
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the project”; with the latter being  denounced as “people whose Alevi identity is questionable”. 

Under this categorization, it could be claimed that there is discrimination between Alevi groups. 

Moreover, the deputies of the CHP, the party that Alevis are perceived to be supporting and voting 

for, are also divided between comrades and others. In summary, while actors that take different 

positions on the project are categorized in a polarized way, Zaman did not have any news items that 

criticized the project.  

Yeni Şafak and Star are the other newspapers that 

adopted the “brotherhood and peace” theme of 

the project. These newspapers included 

photographs of Faruk Çelik, the Minister of Labor 

and Social Security, and İzzettin Doğan, Cem 

Foundation’s President, together flying white 

doves as symbols of peace and giving speeches 

next to one other. Yeni Şafak in particular was 

observed to have shown its support for the project 

by placing it in the headlines and making it front 

page news. Both these newspapers also covered 

the criminal acts associated with Alevis as sub-

headings for part of the mosque-cemevi project 

news. The protestors were presented as 

“provocateurs” or “marginal groups” in Yeni Şafak 

and Star, and these statements were made in a 

harsher and more alienating tone in these 

newspapers compared to Zaman. Reasonable 

explanations made by the civil or political Alevi 

actors who criticized the project were not included 

in any of the news articles or opinion columns. 

Some opinion columns published in Yeni Şafak 

took a critical stance against the project. These 

criticisms and the discriminatory discourse 

regarding the Tuzluçayır project are discussed in later sections. 

The message of “Not Assimilation, but A Chance for Equality” 

Some of the news articles and opinion columns in the media have emphasized the concepts of 

“equality” and the “chance to know each other”. With this emphasis, certain writers stated that 

those who viewed this project as a project of “assimilation” did not understand it, and that if there 

was an attempt being made to destroy Alevism as a sect, it would not have been granted public 

visibility, thereby placing Alevis on an equal position with Sunnis through such a project, and that this 

project was an answer to all the obstacles preventing cemevis from being considered as houses of 

worship. Moreover a writer for Zaman made a reference to an Alevi dede (socio-religious leader), 

and labeled those supporting the project as acceptable Alevis and those that protested it as violence-

prone ones (see Şahin Alpay, Zaman, 12 September 2013). Some stated that the criticisms prevented 

Alevis from being included in the public sphere and asked how Alevis who had remained immune to 
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assimilation all these years would now be assimilated (see Abdullah Muradoğlu, Yeni Şafak, 10 

September 2013; Özlem Albayrak, Yeni Şafak, 14 September 2013). 

With the intention of not alienating Alevis, this Sunni and Alevi association, which involves equality 

and the chance to know each other, is based on the understanding that the practices of both faiths 

are the same. However, such discourse stands in opposition to its intention, criticizes a group within 

Alevis and recreates the sense of discrimination and assimilation. In order to summarize how this 

mechanism works, it should be noted that Alevis do not define themselves as a separate sect but 

rather as a group with a different understanding of Islam. Also, although today cemevis are the 

worship houses requested by Alevis, they are in fact a result of urbanization, but historically what has 

maintained their faith are the systems of Ocak and dedelik. These systems sustained injuries during 

the centralization politics of the Ottoman Empire following the 16th century, and they took a major 

blow in 1925 when dergahs (dervish lodges) were closed and the dedelik institution was abolished by 

the constitutional law. Although Alevis have practiced their faith despite the alienation and 

prohibitions, the system of faith has been deeply wounded. Alevi students are not exempt from 

participating in the Religious and Moral Education classes at schools, and they are enjoined to take 

elective courses that are shaped by a Sunni Islam understanding. Although government officials 

emphasize that Alevism has been added to religious education courses, most Alevi institutions are 

not satisfied with the content added and most importantly, they are concerned about the possibility 

of teachers’ regenerating discrimination while discussing the topic. In short, they emphasize that just 

as the Sunnis have easy access to learn about the Koran and their faith system from an Islamic 

divinity school graduate at a mosque, they also need mechanisms to keep their faith alive through 

oral culture as opposed to information conveyed in only a limited number of pages. What is 

understood by assimilation for the Alevis who take a critical approach to this project is that the 

attempt to explain the Alevi system of faith has always been done through centralized Sunni 

references and was therefore damaged through political policies and urbanization  What is meant by 

assimilation by the Alevis who have taken a critical approach to this project is that their system of 

faith was always being explained through centralized Sunni references and was damaged through 

political policies and urbanization. In this context, although those calling this project “a project of 

brotherhood” aimed to help Alevis be understood, some Alevis perceive this aim to contribute to 

assimilation. 

There are also groups that support the mosque-cemevi project in a more neutral tone, emphasizing 

that it may allow both parties to know each other better. For example, Atilla Yayla, a columnist at 

Yeni Şafak stated that it could be a means for the groups to get to know each other and stressed that 

real progress could be achieved by taking political steps on fulfilling certain requests of Alevis, such 

as opening worship houses. Fehmi Koru highlighted, in the September 10 edition of Star, that in the 

modern world, worship houses could stand side by side with one another. In his column written on 

September 12, he pointed out the importance of understanding the meaning behind the social 

uprisings, from the Gezi protests to the Tuzluçayır events. Lastly, on September 9, Ahmet Hakan a 

writer for Hürriyet, initially questioned why the project was criticized, but the next day he published 

the comments sent to him by someone from his audience, explaining that the reason why he/she did 

not support the project was because “it created a perception that a cemevi can only be legitimate as 

long as it stood together with a mosque.”  
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ii. News Items Criticizing the Project 

The opinions stated in newspapers that took a critical approach towards the mosque-cemevi project 

were based on various points of view. Some arguments were derived from the claim that the project 

had an assimilation agenda or that the project was against their faith, while others were based on 

sociological and political perspectives. Two distinct approaches were clearly observed in newspapers 

containing news items that criticized the project: those that created polarization while criticizing the 

project and those that included opinions of various actors in a balanced way while criticizing the 

project.  

The newspapers that contained the most news items criticizing the mosque-cemevi project were 

Özgür Gündem, Birgün and Yurt, in decreasing order. Özgür Gündem and Birgün highlighted the 

assimilation aspect of the project in their criticisms, whereas Yurt took a critical approach without 

identifying any aspect in particular. Milliyet included a variety of opinions in a balanced way. Civil and 

political actors who criticized the project voiced their ideas in news articles and opinion columns in 

Özgür Gündem, Birgün, Yurt and Milliyet. In Yeni Şafak, although the editorial preference appeared 

to support the project in its news items, it was observed that some of its opinion columns also took a 

critical approach.   

The Message of the “Assimilation Project” 

Özgür Gündem and Birgün featured opinions that interpreted this project as a project of assimilation, 

and they also included opinions of different opposing views from Alevi actors. For instance, Özgür 

Gündem judged this project to be an assimilation project, criticizing the attack on the protestors with 

a headline on September 9 that read “Tolerance Gas for Alevis”, and it also covered the mass 

resignation of the youth branches of Cem Foundation’s Ankara branch. As often as neutral coverage 

of the project appeared in the newspaper, violence-prone or even war-encouraging discourse was 

equally present. On September 10 and 14, the newspaper included a statement that likened İzzettin 

Doğan, one of the actors in the mosque-cemevi project, to the historical Alevi figure Hızır Pasha, who 

had caused the death of Pir Sultan Abdal, and also stated that Doğan had been punished with the 

harshest punishment in the Alevi community, the punishment of “shunning”. Such associations about 

the actors referenced were used along with the word “community” to represent the entirety of the 

Alevi society and thereby strengthen the legitimacy of the message. For example, this can be   seen in 

a news article that appeared on the front page of Özgür Gündem on September 10: “The community 

that stated ‘We do not accept the Hızır’s project’ labelled Doğan as a shunned community member.” 

When the news items printed in Zaman, Yeni Şafak and Star involving protestors are evaluated in 

comparison with the approach taken by Özgür Gündem towards the Alevi actors that embrace the 

project, it can be observed that polarizing and discriminatory discourse is generated in a similar 

manner in these newspapers. In opposition to the discourse that claims to represent the majority of 

society, stating that the protestors of the mosque-cemevi project could be neither Alevi nor Sunni 

but only marginal, anti-peace people, stands another discourse which publicly announces the 

“shunning” of the project owners, likening them to Hızır Pasha and not accepting them as Alevis, and 

these discourses manifest themselves in the media as the reflection of the two polarized mindsets in 

the public sphere.  
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The mosque-cemevi project was covered with a neutral tone in Birgün, including its perspectives 

from both project owners and opposing actors, with a highlight on assimilation. Making it to the 

headlines on September 9, the project was evaluated as an “attempt for assimilation”, nonetheless, 

the police’s response to the protestors was criticized without an alienating or violence-prone tone. In 

Turan Eser’s column on September 10, the mosque-cemevi project was labeled as a “center of 

assimilation”. Turan listed a number of historical examples that those Alevis who opposed the project 

associated with assimilation. He also claimed that İzzettin Doğan and the Cem Foundation had an 

agenda to disempower Alevis by “cutting their ties to the left and bringing them into the Sunni 

circle”, and that they were collaborating with the Gulen Movement for this purpose. This criticism 

seems to include more of an aggressive tone compared to other news that appeared in Özgür 

Gündem. 

Other Criticisms  

Running contrary to its editorial approach, some opinion columns that appeared in Yeni Şafak took a 

critical approach towards the project. These criticisms were based on sociological or faith-related 

analyses. For example, in his column on September 11, Ali Bayramoğlu covered Alevis’ protests in an 

analytical way and emphasized that turning a deaf ear to the protestors’ voice would be a political 

mistake. On the same day, Murat Aksoy stated in his column that the mosque-cemevi project would 

alone not be sufficient enough to solve Alevis’ problems and that associating their reactions to 

violence prevented the attainment of real solutions.  

Although not covered extensively in the media, some writers publicly known to hold a Sunni identity 

also criticized the mosque-cemevi project. According to Hayrettin Karaman’s column published in 

Yeni Şafak on September 13, “A religion cannot have two temples”. Karaman explained that the 

Alevis’ request to have cemevis accepted as houses of worship was a result of urbanization, and he 

questioned the unification attempt of mosque and cemevi before their initial request for recognition 

of cemevis was granted. According to Karaman, Sunnis and Alevis had a common house of worship, 

the mosque, and Alevis could use other locations such as “tekke, dergah, cemevi and association 

homes” for other specific acts of worship. As discussed above, although Yeni Şafak has supported the 

project from an editorial perspective, and even published discriminatory discourse towards Alevis, 

the newspaper also included criticisms against the project made by columnists who used a variety of 

arguments.  

In its issue published on September 12, on page 13, Yurt published an interview conducted with 

Veliyettin Hürrem Ulusoy, the posthnishin (sheikh) of Hacı Bektaş Veli Dergah, with the title “Equality 

is the Prerequisite to Brotherhood” in order to criticize the mosque-cemevi project, which is 

presented under the pretext of “brotherhood”. The interview with Ulusoy contained the heading 

“We do not Require a Mosque for Worship”, with the sub-heading, “Instead of Combining Mosque 

and Cemevi, These Two Temples Should Exist Side by Side, with Mutual Respect”. In addition, 

another sub-heading was used in the interview, “Brother does not Shoot at Brother”, to criticize the 

police intervention.  

Lastly, in his column in Milliyet, Melih Aşık published the names and some of the opinions of Alevi 

civil society organizations that criticized the project. However, his description of the statements 
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made by Alevi institutions as “vitriolic” creates the possibility that these institutions will be 

associated with violence.  

B. Tuzluçayır Protests 

The mosque-cemevi project and the Tuzluçayır protests that were opposing the project were covered 

under the same titles in the newspapers. The power of these protests, which affected political 

discourse towards Alevis, caused them to be analyzed under a separate title in the discriminatory 

discourse. The way Tuzluçayır protests were covered in print media, the portrayal of the protestors, 

and how the texts and visuals were organized in the page layout, may explain the way direct or 

subtle discrimination against Alevis is generated. 

i. The message that “Protests have a provocative agenda”  

In the section where news items supporting the mosque-cemevi project were analyzed, it was stated 

that words such as “provocateur”, “mal-intentioned groups”, “anti-peace groups” or “marginal 

section” were used for the Tuzluçayır protestors in newspapers that supported the project, namely 

Zaman, Yeni Şafak and Star. It can be claimed that the newspapers identify the protestors as 

violence-prone individuals. This identification reflected itself in certain news articles and opinion 

columns and thereby caused discriminatory or even hate-provoking discourse. 

An example of an opinion column wherein alienation was demonstrated very clearly and radically 

was Mümtazer Türköne’s article published on September 11, 2013 on the commentary page in 

Zaman, titled “Marginalizing Parasites”. Stating that the mosque-cemevi project did not provoke any 

criticism from Sunnis, Türköne drew parallels between the protests and the military conflict in the 

East and Southeastern parts of Turkey. While doing this, he portrayed PKK as the “blood-shedder” 

and BDP, as the peacemaker. In this parallelism, he presented the mosque-cemevi project as the 

project for the Sunni and some of the Alevi people who wanted peace and equality and depicted the 

protestors as “parasites that live off of violence and blood”. At this point, those that criticized the 

project were associated with the PKK. It can be claimed that Türköne’s allusion to terror through his 

reference to the PKK recreates the hierarchy between Sunnis and Alevis and generates discriminatory 

discourse or even hate speech towards the suggested Alevi identity of the protestors and the PKK 

related Kurds. 
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Another article that contained discriminatory discourse towards those criticizing the project was 

Abdülhamit Bilici’s article titled “Blame it all on Hizmet”, published on September 14 in Zaman. Bilici 

talked about the democratic steps taken by (Gulen’s) Hizmet movement, including the mosque-

cemevi project, and he used the following expressions for those who criticized this project: “…Those 
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secretive institutions that pretended to belong to the marginal group, such as Aydınlık/Oda TV, tried 

their best to darken this bright picture.” Since among the Aydınlık/Oda Tv affiliated individuals there 

were also some individuals who were tried under the Ergenekon case due to military tutelage, an 

attempt was made to portray the protestors as being associated with “Ergenekon”, or “coup-

organizers”, as they were publicly perceived.  

It can be inferred that Yeni Şafak discriminated against Tuzluçayır protestors by making references to 

their faith. For example, İzzettin Doğan, President of the Cem Foundation, emphasized that “the 

protestors could not possibly be Alevi”, and he was not sure if they were Sunni either, and he did not 

understand how they could be against the mosque-cemevi project, which he called a project of 

peace. His comments appeared in Yeni Şafak, on the front page, under the title “Not Alevi, Nor 

Sunni”, along with a photo of the protestors. On the same page, the headline was “Horse Bargain”, 

with a sub-heading, “War Profits”, where correspondences between the US, Russia and Syria on 

chemical weapons and the issue of the Syrian refugees were covered. Although these news articles 

are independent of each other, the fact that Syrian refugees are Sunni and their President an Alevi is 

an important piece of information in the public’s conscious. This news that was presented with both 

clear and subtle references between systems of faith might create a sense that those who do not 

support this peace project in Turkey may not have any faith at all. It can be concluded that Yeni 

Şafak, a newspaper whose audience mainly consists of pious conservative readers, embraces a 

discourse that causes discrimination due to the understanding that these people do not have faith.  

 

Star published a news article on September 14, stating that the protestors attacked the police, with a 

headline that read, “Tuzluçayır calmed after announcement”, where it was highlighted that an 

announcement said “You are attacking the police that protect a cemevi and a mosque.” Through this 

emphasis, in addition to associating the protestors with violence, the protesters were also presented 
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as people who do not hold respect for sacred spaces, albeit, in a more subtle way than it was done in 

Yeni Şafak. 

ii. Messages of Reaction to the Police Intervention 

It was observed that Özgür Gündem, Birgün, Yurt, Milliyet and Hürriyet took a critical approach 

towards the police intervention, with different approaches and at varying levels of criticisms.  

The news items addressing the mosque-cemevi project in Özgür Gündem covered the Tuzluçayır 

protests and were written through the perspective of actors opposing the project and at times used a 

language that nurtured polarization. For example, on September 10, the headline was “Alevi 

Uprising”, with a sub-headline claiming that the Alevi community had “shunned” İzzettin Doğan. On 

September 12, it would not be too ambitious to say this language of polarization had turned into a 

public invitation to war, where news items contained polarization and violence, and Tuzluçayır and 

other protests were combined or parallels were drawn between them. The presentation of the first 

page, including the relation between layout and content, in addition to the headline, “Days of 

Rebellion”, had the qualities of an invitation. In one of the sub-headings, the word “assimilation” was 

used in association with the mosque-cemevi project, and with the use of another title, “Out to Rallies 

Against Assimilation”, it was announced that the Alevis were going to organize big rallies. This 

content was accompanied by a photo of a masked protestor surrounded by fumes of smoke.  
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On September 9, Birgün and Yurt brought the police intervention in the Tuzluçayır protests to their 

headlines. Birgün covered the news under the title “Autumn Arrives in Mamak”, and in Yurt, “Police 

Violence in Full-force”. Both newspapers highlighted the harshness shown to the protestors by the 

police. Continuing the story on page 9, Birgün announced the burning of a civilian’s home under a 

sub-heading. In Birgün and Yurt, news involving other protests was either directly linked with those 

in Tuzluçayır, or they were placed adjacently in the page layout. In contrast to the approach taken in 

Zaman, Yeni Şafak and Star, Birgün and Yurt portrayed the police as the aggressor, not the 

protestors. In order to emphasize the police brutality, Yurt used the headline, “Martial Law” to 
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awaken the reminiscence of past coups. With this approach, it can be said that they used the police 

as a reference to the coups which had been historically performed by the military in Turkey.  

Although Sözcü took a critical approach towards the police intervention, bringing it to its front page 

with a sub-heading: “Police did not Show Mercy towards Alevi Citizens”, it is not possible to say that 

the news carried direct messages from Alevis. It could be claimed that the real reason why the 

newspaper put the mosque-cemevi project on its agenda was not to give voice to Alevis’ opinions, 

but rather to criticize the government. As a matter of fact, the headline read “Tayyip Caused the Loss 

of Olympics for Turkey!” The rest of the article covered the news on the protest, where the brother 

of Ethem Sarısülük, a protestor who had lost his life during the Gezi Park events, was hurt, and the 

opinions of Ercan Geçmez, President of Hacı Bektaş Anatolian Culture Foundation, who had criticized 

the project as a project of the “deep state”.  
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C. News on Protests, Certain Cities, and Neighborhoods and on Ahmet Atakan 

During the press monitoring conducted on discriminatory discourse, it was observed that Star and 

Yeni Şafak, in particular, had subtly drawn associations between certain events, among which were 

the Tuzluçayır protests, the protests held at various neighborhoods since the Gezi events, the 

protests against the road construction at METU and the funeral of Ahmet Atakan, who had died 

during the protests in Antakya. Although these news articles and opinion columns did not make any 

direct references to the Alevi identity, the fact that the people who had lost their lives during the 

Gezi and subsequent protests were Alevi, including Ahmet Atakan, and that the Tuzluçayır protests 

were opposing the mosque-cemevi project, these news items were also analyzed in this study. Given 

that those protesting the mosque-cemevi project are alternately labelled as “marginal provocators” 

and as “people seeking justice”, shows that a certain judgement on the protestors is being imposed. 

Analyzing how these events are covered can reveal if political or civil society Alevi actors are also 

subjected to discriminatory discourse and thereby can shed light on the mechanisms that generate 

discrimination.  

Through the use of their photographs and titles, Yeni Şafak and Star associated protestors with 

violence and portrayed the police as the injured party. On September 14, below the news story titled 

“No Trace of Capsule”, on the cause of the death of Ahmet Atakan, Yeni Şafak placed another news 

article titled “Garbagemen in the Streets”, where it linked protestors in Antakya with the Gezi events. 

The newspaper made an accusation that stated: “Wherever there is a garbage bin, they group 

together and ignite it.” In the coverage of this news the objective of the protesters who participated 

in the Gezi movement, including Ahmet Atakan, was described as sheer brutality. Moreover with the 

use of the word “garbagemen”, an insult was directed against not only the protestors, but also the 

refuse collectors employed by the city.  

The analysis has shown that Star has been the newspaper responsible for most clearly associating the 

protests with the Gezi events. In the news items, the idea that the protestors provoked the police is 

often repeated, strengthening the association between the protestors and violence. On September 

12, the news article titled “Death Trade”, discussing the cause of death of Ahmet Atakan, referenced 

the Gezi protestors as a “lobby” group. While covering the news on the protests in various other 

cities on September 14, it was always emphasized that the protestors provoked the police. In each 

news item, protestors were associated directly with violence.  

In the news article, titled “METU Causes Havoc in Hatay”, published in Star on September 11, the 

protests in Hatay were covered in relation with the protests taking place in METU, the search of 

Abdullah Cömert’s offenders and the death of Ahmet Atakan, while the caption under the photo 

showing demonstrators in front of a fire barricade highlighted the violence of the protestors. The 

cities and neighborhoods where protests took place were listed as Istanbul Kadiköy, İstiklal Street, 

the Gazi neighbourhood, Eskişehir and Hatay.  

Although the news items published in Habertürk involving the METU protests, the Tuzluçayır 

protests, the events in Dikmen, Ankara, the mosque-cemevi project and the cause of death of Ahmet 

Atakan were presented side by side, the language used did not attempt to draw direct associations 

between violence and the protestors. Moreover, the news on a protestor rendering first aid to a 

police officer was published with the title “Protesting Doctor Came to the Rescue of Injured Police 
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Officer”. With this approach, Habertürk maintained a neutral tone in its coverage of the news, and 

the protestors were not presented as aggressors.  

 

Milliyet and Hürriyet covered the news on the protests in a mostly neutral tone. However, on 

September 13, Hürriyet presented the association made by Prime Minister Tayyip Erdoğan, likening 

the protests to the “events of May 27th”, on its front page. Carrying such an association on the front 

page potentially promotes the formation of two judgments in the public sphere. First, it could convey 

the message that the AK Party is drawing parallels between the protests and the coup that happened 
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on May 27, 1960. Secondly, this message might present the idea that the protests have the aim of 

triggering a coup. 

 

 

D. News on Hasan Ferit Gedik 

It has been observed that in almost all the newspapers, the neighborhoods that are featured 

prominently in relation to the protests and police investigation are the Gülsuyu and Gazi 

neighborhoods in Istanbul. In the Gülsuyu neighbourhood, which is populated mostly by Alevis, a 

young adult named Hasan Ferit Gedik had been murdered on September 30, in a shooting carried out 

by a group of people. The transfer of Gedik’s funeral procession from Armutlu cemevi to the Gülsuyu 

neighborhood was initially prevented by the police, but then eventually permitted. This conflict was 

given coverage in the media with a highlight on the neighborhoods, and images of armed persons 

attending the funeral were published.  

The police investigation involving the search for the armed persons that attended Hasan Ferit Gedik’s 

funeral was published on the front pages of newspapers on October 8. Although this event was not 

one of the selected topics in discrimination analysis, since its implications were frequently covered in 

the press on October 8, it was nonetheless included in the study. Habertürk, Hürriyet, Sözcü, Star and 

Yeni Şafak covered the events on their front pages. In reference to the type of weapon found at 

Gedik’s funeral, Habertürk, Hürriyet and Sözcü used titles such as “Operation Kalashnikov” or 

“Operation Kelesh” [nickname for Kalashnikov in Turkish]. All of the newspapers printed pictures of 
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young masked men holding Kalashnikoff rifles next to the title of the article, and the articles often 

mentioned the Gazi and Gülsuyu neighborhoods where the investigation was held and highlighted 

the DHKP-C organization. Star presented the news with a statement that claimed the events had an 

“objective to create sect-related conflict”. Habertürk emphasized “terror” and “drug gangs”.  

The appearance of the police investigation on the front pages and in the headlines, along with 

images of masked young men carrying guns, portrayed Alevi neighborhoods as crime zones and 

young Alevi men as potentional criminals. Also, there was a subtle association made between the 

Alevi issue and the Kurdish issue, as the news used terms such as “kalashnikov” and “terror”, which 

have been used as references to the ongoing conflict that has been going on in Southeastern Turkey 

for over 30 years. As a result of all these associations, these news items carried discriminatory 

discourse towards Alevis, and even subtly towards Kurds. 

The reference to the word “terror” is especially interesting at this period, because it is the same 

period within which Mehmet Metiner, AK Party Deputy of Adıyaman, had stated “cemevis are home 

to terror”, on Ahmet Hakan’s TV show, Tarafsız Bölge [Independent Zone]. The reactions to this 

statement were neutral in Milliyet and Sözcü, whereas Özgür Gündem took a very critical approach 

towards it, as evident from its front page. On October 9, the reaction to this statement appeared on 

Özgür Gündem’s front page under the headline, “The Sin is your Sin”, and with a sub-heading, 

“Metiner’s Mindset is Terrorist”. This news appears next to BDP Co-President Selahattin Demirtaş’s 

statement on the solution process, which was qualified as “the harshest speech” he had ever made 

on the issue. Özgür Gündem presented the reaction to Metiner’s statement next to a high-level 

political actor’s words and on the same page where mainly the Kurdish issue is discussed. This 

approach can be said to create direct opposition to the sovereign state by associating the Kurdish 

and Alevi issues together.  

E. News on Abant Platform  

Known for its close associations with the Hizmet Movement, the Reporters and Writers Foundation 

organized an Abant Platform meeting titled, “Alevis and Sunnis: Searching for Peace and the Future 

Together”. Following the mosque-cemevi project, the manner in which such a project would be 

covered in the media is important in terms of discriminatory discourse analysis. At the time when the 

Alevi issue was on the agenda, the Abant Platform meeting was covered in some of the newspapers 

monitored. Zaman was the newspaper that gave the widest coverage to this event. The platform’s 

meeting was found on the front pages and inside sections of the newspaper every day. It was 

observed that the “Alevi-Sunni brotherhood” message promoted by the mosque-cemevi project was 

highlighted and repeated while the Abant Platform was held. Also, equal-right-citizenship was 

another theme that stood out.  

News on the Abant Platform was published in Hürriyet, Milliyet, Sözcü and Yurt. Following Zaman, 

the event was covered the most in Yurt. On September 15, Yurt published critical comments made by 

Reha Çamuroğlu, a former AK Party deputy, on the workshop on Alevism that had been organized by 

the government as part of the Alevi Initiative. On September 16, the platform was not directly 

criticized, but the question of “Are Alevis used as a tool in the AK Party-Gulen conflict?” was raised. 

Additionally, the final declaration of the meeting was published and a discussion held during the 

platform on the Directorate of Religious Affairs was mentioned. In his column in Yurt, Necdet Saraç 
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criticized the Sunni-dominated discourse in the platform and stated that Alevism was brought onto 

the agenda only under its assocation to Islam and Sunnism. The newspaper also included criticisms 

by Reha Çamuroğlu, and former Minister of Culture and Tourism, Ertuğrul Günay regarding AK Party’s 

political steps involving Alevis and the existence of a Directorate of Religious Affairs. In his column in 

the same newspaper, Fatih Yaşlı objected to the disingenuousness of the Abant Platform meeting for 

criticizing the Alevis, who had always embraced the existence of the Republic like a “man in love with 

his executioner”, and for not discussing the troubles they had undergone during the Ottoman times. 

While highlighting its criticisms against AK Party within the context of the Platform, Yurt kept its 

distance from the Platform itself, both in its news articles and its opinion columns.  

F. News on Syrian Alevis 

It has been observed that the politicians’ faith-related messages on the recent events in Syria over 

the past years have affected domestic politics as well. The government’s highlighting of the “death of 

Sunni citizens” following an explosion in Antakya’s Reyhanlı district, and allusions made to Esed’s 

Nusayri identity (although Alevism and Nusayrism have differences), facilitate the potential that the 

Syrian issue could be interpreted as an Alevi-related issue by the public.6 Many discussions on this 

subject have taken place in various newspapers. However, since the Syrian issue would need to be 

analyzed separately, only news on direct references to Alevism are included in the current analysis.  

At the time when the question of Syrian refugees was on the agenda, the news covering the 

placement of Syrian Alevi refugees, who could not be placed into refugee camps, in Pir Sultan Abdal 

Cemevi in Istanbul’s Gaziosmanpaşa district, was covered in Birgün, Milliyet, Özgür Gündem and Yurt. 

Although some of these news items contain a neutral tone that did not discriminate against Alevis, 

they could still hold a political message. For example, in Yurt, a statement in one of their related 

articles read, “AK Party’s sect-related politics”. Also, some neutral news items carried positive 

messages towards the Alevis in their titles and their content. For example, an article in Birgün 

introduced the news under the title “Alevis opened their doors to Syrians”. Newspapers also covered 

news on the municipality officers of the Fatih district expelling Alevi refugees from parks wherein 

they had sought shelter.  

During the period that the press was monitored, newspapers such as Yeni Şafak and Zaman covered 

the news on Syrian refugees with references to Sunni union of faith and victimhood. Moreover, as 

discussed in earlier sections, in Yeni Şafak and Star’s coverage of the protests, where it was 

suggested that Alevis played a part, protestors were associated with violent conflict. It should also be 

noted that those newspapers whose audience is the religious, conservative and politically central 

right and that gave wide coverage to Alevis’ protests, did not mention Syrian Alevi refugees or the 

support shown to them by some Alevi NGOs. Within the period of analysis, Star only gave coverage 

of the attack on the cemevi where Syrian Alevi refugees were residing. It should be remembered that 

if news on the problems faced by Syrian Alevi refugees or the hospitality shown to them by cemevis 

during the times outside of this study period are not published, other efforts and projects conducted 

                                                           
6
http://www.baskahaber.org/2013/06/basbakan-erdogan-gezi-park-isgalci.html; Yasin Aktay “When Deaths Are 

Used For An Agenda”, Yeni Şafak September 2 2013; Murat Aksoy, “Mosque-Cemevi Project would not Solve 

Alevis’ Problems”, Yeni Şafak, September 11 2013; Ali Bayramoğlu, “Alevi, Nusayri, politics…”, Yeni Şafak, 

September 14 2013. 

http://www.baskahaber.org/2013/06/basbakan-erdogan-gezi-park-isgalci.html
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by various actors involving Alevis would also not be conveyed to their audiences. It would not be too 

ambitious to claim that these newspapers would prefer to portray Alevis as “people who only protest 

and have a suspicious faith”, unless an Alevi related issue is handled by someone who holds opinions 

close to theirs. 

G. News on Sakine Cansız 

The news on the semah ceremony organized in Dersim for a female member of the PKK (Kurdistan 

Workers’ Party) murdered on January 9, 2013 in Paris, was covered in Habertürk, Özgür Gündem and 

Star on September 9. Star provided neutral coverage of the event, whereas Özgür Gündem quoted 

from Aysel Tuğluk, Co-President of DTK (Democratic Society Congress), who had stated that “With 

the light lit by comrade Sakine, we’ll make their efforts [of stripping Dersim of their Alevi and Kurdish 

roots] futile”. With this message based on camaraderie, the association made between Sakine Cansız 

and PKK, which she represents, is portrayed in a positive light in Özgür Gündem. Another newspaper 

that highlighted Sakine Cansız’s association with PKK was Habertürk. Although this particular news 

item appeared with an informative tone in the newspaper under the title “They danced a semah for 

PKK-affiliated Sakine Cansız”, other news on the issue contained discriminatory discourse. The 

subheading contained a statement from a former female PKK-member, “I left one type of slavery for 

another without knowing”. Moreover, the news included statements from female terrorists and 

elements of violence and oppression in the PKK were constantly repeated. On the same page, a news 

article entitled “Terror Halted Facebook Investigation” and “Letter that Made a Martyr’s Mother Cry” 

also appeared. In this manner, although there is not direct discrimination shown towards Alevis, by 

associating them with PKK, which is presented as a terrorist organization, a subtle form of 

discriminatory discourse is shown towards Kurds, Kurdish Alevis and the people of Dersim.   

H. News on Faith, Historical Past and Political Relations 

Faith, history and politics are areas where arguments on Alevis and Alevism are made. Since the 

manner in which these arguments are presented and by which civil and political actors these 

arguments are made point to the type of discrimination shown against Alevis, analyzing the variety of 

these arguments is also important. Opinion columns and comments made by certain writers (Sedat 

Ergin, Hürriyet, 8 October 2013; İlhan Kaya, Yeni Şafak, 9 October 2013) state that the issue of Alevis 

as citizens has not been resolved yet. In addition to comments made by political and civil society 

actors, Yurt also covered news on personal stories of discrimination faced by Alevis. The news on 

September 1, involving the police investigation held in Alevi homes as a result of the Gezi events, and 

another news story on December 15 about a citizen who had stated that he had protested against 

the discrimination he faced at Türk Telekom because of his Alevi identity, are examples of such news 

items.  

There are also an equal number of news articles and opinion columns that question the Alevi faith 

and make generalizations on Alevi political opinions and about the Alevi faith itself. Akif Emre’s 

“Which Alevism?”, published in Yeni Şafak on September 12, constitutes an example of such news 

items. Akif Emre described the pluralism in Alevism by using statements such as “those who describe 

it as a sect within Islam, and those that want to force a new religion upon us outside of Islam”. In the 

same writing, Emre also associated Alevis directly with Kemalism and explained the “distancing” of 

Alevis from Islam through this ideology and even used the expression “secular pagan” in his last 
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paragraph. In the next lines, he wrote about the differences in the Alevism of Tunceli (Dersim) and 

the Alevism of Hatay (Antakya). He talked about the problems of Alevism in Tunceli (Dersim) within 

the context of “non-Islamizing Kurds” and associated the Alevism of Hatay (Antakya) with Nusayris 

and mentioned the importance of the Koran.   

This approach contains analytical problems and elements of discrimination. First, due to geographical 

and historical differences, the Alevis’ relation to Kemalism is varied. Moreover, although the Alevi 

faith had taken a blow by the Abolishment Code of Dervish Lodges and Islamic Monasteries, 

according to Alevi faith leaders and thinkers, rather than distancing Alevis from Islam, the manner in 

which the law has been administered actually associated them more with the dominant Sunni 

understanding of Islam and thereby harmed their own faith.7 As mentioned above, Alevis that 

associate themselves with Islam, define their faith as a sect of Islam. Similarly, those Alevis who 

identify with Islam, admit that they include a variety of cultural elements in their practice. Some of 

these practices include pagan elements. However, even for those who position Alevism outside of 

Islam, the faith is too complex to be defined by only pagan elements. In Antakya, the Arabic Alevis’ 

relationship to the Koran differs from other Alevis’ relationship to the Koran in other geographical 

locations due to the fact that one of their mother tongues is Arabic. However, the frequent use of the 

Koran by the Arabic Alevis does not mean that they interpret their holy book in the same way 

followers of Sunni Islam do. In short, Akif Emre puts the varied practices of Alevism due to geography 

in a hierarchical order based on how much the Koran is used in these practices. Moreover, he makes 

political references with his analysis. This approach contains discrimination at various levels as it 

shows how the Alevi faith can be harmed by Sunni Islam references, a disturbance frequently 

expressed by many Alevis, and as it criticizes a system of faith, basing it on a another one, all of which 

is done through a medium that has the power to affect public perception, namely a newspaper.  

In the September 12 edition of the Milliyet, a series of articles was begun on the Alevi faith and 

related issues, with Alevis from different geographical locations presenting their own perspectives.  

Due to political pressure, however, the series was discontinued.8 Given such an attitude in a media 

system so closely aligned with mainstream politics, it is not surprising that Alevis are prevented from 

articulating their own views or enjoying visibility outside of a Sunni Islam understanding. 

I. Discriminatory Discourse Through the Use of Visuals 

The layout of news articles and opinion columns, the selection of photographs as well as other news 

and advertisements found next to them, carry importance in terms of how discriminatory discourse 

against Alevis is generated in an open or subtle fashion. The news accompanied by discriminatory 

visuals is mostly included in the analysis of topic titles. However, it is also important that visuals are 

analyzed on their own, since they carry the potential to manipulate our perceptions. 

                                                           
7
Nil Mutluer, “Koran’s Core is Ashik’s Word”,  Milliyet, September 13 2013, http://gundem.milliyet.com.tr/yol-

1-surek-1001-asigin-sozu-/gundem/detay/1762742/default.htm,  

Nil Mutluer, “The Core of Faith is Being Killed”, Milliyet, September 14 2013,  

http://gundem.milliyet.com.tr/yol-1-surek-1001-inancin-ici-/gundem/detay/1763284/default.htm 
8
Detailed discussion on this subject can be found in Derya Sazak’s book, Damn Such Journalism (Boyut 

Publishing House, 2014).   

http://gundem.milliyet.com.tr/yol-1-surek-1001-asigin-sozu-/gundem/detay/1762742/default.htm
http://gundem.milliyet.com.tr/yol-1-surek-1001-asigin-sozu-/gundem/detay/1762742/default.htm
http://gundem.milliyet.com.tr/yol-1-surek-1001-inancin-ici-/gundem/detay/1763284/default.htm
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When newspapers are compared, it can be claimed that Star and Yeni Şafak use visuals that border 

on discrimination. Although Zaman and Yeni Şafak both carry similar messages, Zaman prefers to 

incorporate discourse that could lead to discrimination in its articles, whereas Yeni Şafak, in addition 

to the discourse, also uses visuals for discrimination.  

In the previous sections, Yeni Şafak’s presentation containing elements of visual discrimination was 

discussed. However, a certain advertisement and its layout contained possible discriminatory 

discourse towards Alevis at a time when news focused on the groundbreaking ceremony of the 

mosque-cemevi project. The advertisement for a history magazine, Derin Tarih, with its issue’s title 

reading “Yavuz Did Not Massacre 40.000 Alevis” appeared systematically in Yeni Şafak during 

September 9-14. For example, this advertisement appeared on September 9 and 10 in the sub-

heading, on the same page with news titled “The Foundation is Laid for the Mosque-Cemevi Project” 

on September 9, and “They Will Not Spoil the Brotherhood” on September 10. On both dates, photos 

of Minister Çelik and of Doğan, President of Cem Foundation, were published, in smaller size on 

September 9 and in larger size on September 10. The news on September 10 also contained Bekir 

Bozdağ’s statement, “Mosque-cemevi is a symbol of our union” and another news item titled 

“Provocation in Tuzluçayır”. The same advertisement appeared on September 14, below Faruk 

Beşer’s writing in the middle pages titled “All those who Pray towards the Kiblah are Brothers, so Let 

us Prove It”, referring to the Shia-Sunni brotherhood.  

When the government had announced that the third bridge in Istanbul, for which construction had 

begun, would be named Yavuz Sultan Selim, a discussion began in the public sphere. The manner in 

which Yeni Şafak published the advertisement for the Derin Tarih magazine may contribute to the 

negative portrayal of Alevis, considering that they have a negative perception of Yavuz Sultan Selim, 

who caused the death of 40.000 Alevis during the Çaldıran War, and also at a time when there is 

direct and subtle discrimination against Alevis due to the Syrian conflict. By placing the 

advertisement next to the mosque-cemevi project, the newspaper attempted to strengthen the 

perception that discriminatory policies do not exist against the Alevis, not during the Ottoman times 

nor today, when a project of “brotherhood” is underway. Those who criticized the project and 

protested the groundbreaking ceremony were alienated in the news as “provocateurs” and 

“marginal groups”. Therefore, any arguments that would be made by these alienated groups were 

not included in the newspapers, and even if they were, the argument made by the Derin Tarih 

magazine, would resonate in the minds of the readers as a source of historical truths.  

Another newspaper that generated visual discrimination is Star. Especially the images involving 

protestors or the police investigation conducted on the armed persons present during Hasan Ferit 

Gedik’s funeral, suggested these people’s direct association with violence. The presentation of these 

news items, including photographs and titles, did not include anything on the police intervention. 

Protestors were defined as aggressors that victimized the police.  

Certain photos and titles used in the news published in Özgür Gündem involving the project and 

other protests contained a call to violence. Although the newspaper did not have any discriminatory 

discourse towards Alevis, the presentation of its visual elements conveyed a call to violence and 

strengthened the association between the mentioned neighborhoods and the Alevis with violence.  
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Rather than providing in-depth coverage of issues involving Alevis, Sözcu used the issues to criticize 

the government. This was performed through visuals and although there were no discriminatory 

elements towards Alevis, the use of visuals put the newspaper’s objectivity in question. 

 

Although Birgün, Habertürk, Hürriyet, Milliyet and Yurt presented news involving protests in 

Tuzluçayır in a neutral tone, it could be claimed that the message conveyed through photos and the 

layout of the pages made the intervention of the police in the protests more obvious. A news article 

that appeared in Milliyet on September 10 titled “A Protest Much Like War” which was accompanied 

with the photo of a masked protestor throwing a rock, gave the perception that the protests were 

acts of violence, although the content of the news article was neutral in its coverage of the events. 

With the exclusion of this news article, it can be said that visuals showing the police acting with 

aggression towards the protestors are more commonly found in Milliyet. 


